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Razsˇirjeni povzetek
V magistrski nalogi se osredotocˇimo na numericˇne simulacije razlicˇnih struk-
tur iz posameznih fotonskih elementov, kot so laserji na osnovi nanozˇic (angl.
”nanowire lasers”) ter silicijevi valovodi (angl. ”silicon waveguides”).
Vse od izuma tranzistorja v letu 1947 do najnovejˇsih CMOS tehnologij
smo pricˇa izjemnemu razvoju elektronike, ki je vztrajno sledil t.i. Moore-ovemu
zakonu, s priblizˇevanjem nanometrskim in celo atomskim dimenzijam pa zmanj-
kuje prostora za izboljˇsave. Mozˇna resˇitev je prehod iz elektronike na fotoniko,
saj slednja v teoriji obljublja izjemen preskok v hitrosti delovanja ter zmanj-
sˇani porabi mocˇi. Mnogo fotonskih komponent je zˇe bilo uspesˇno realiziranih,
izvedba ucˇinkovitega, zanesljivega ter poceni nanoskopskega izvora svetlobe, ki
bi omogocˇal integracijo na siliciju, pa ostaja nekaksˇen ”sveti gral” v kontekstu
opticˇnih povezav znotraj posameznih cˇipov.
Polprevodniˇski laserji na osnovi nanozˇic iz III-V elementov obetajo kot
mozˇna resˇitev. V magistrskem delu se omejimo predvsem na GaAs-AlGaAs
nanozˇice z jedrom in lupino (angl. ”GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell nanowire”). Le-
te so sestavljene iz osrednjega jedra iz GaAs tipicˇnega premera nekaj 100 nm, ki
ga na koncu pokriva 5 nm debela plast AlGaAs. Ta sluzˇi za pasivacijo povrsˇine,
posledicˇno omeji nezˇelene nesevalne rekombinacije ter izboljˇsa luminiscenco za
faktor ∼ 103. Sledi sˇe ena 5 nm debela plast GaAs, ki preprecˇi oksidacijo AlGaAs
plasti. Presek nanozˇice je pravilni sˇestkotnik, saj je to naravna oblika ob rasti
iz (111) silicijeve rezine z uporabo epitaksijske tehnike na osnovi molekularnega
curka (angl. ”molecular beam epitaxy”). Enodimenzionalna struktura nanozˇice
tvori Fabry-Pe´rot resonator, kjer oba konca nanozˇice sluzˇita kot zrcali. Z op-
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ticˇnim vzbujanjem pride do spontane emisije fotonov znotraj nanozˇice, ki potu-
jejo znotraj resonatorja in se odbijajo od zrcal. Ob zadostnem ojacˇenju lahko
pride so stimulirane emisije ter laserskega delovanja. Za manjˇso potrebno dove-
deno energijo pri vzbujanju stremimo k cˇim nizˇjem pragu, potrebnem za lasersko
delovanje. Pri tem je pomembna cˇimvecˇja obojnost zrcal resonatorja ter t.i. fak-
tor ujetja (angl. ”confinement factor”), ki je sorazmeren s prekrivanjem potujocˇe
svetlobe z materialom v resonatorju, ki zagotovi ojacˇenje.
Nanozˇico lahko obravnavamo tudi kot valovod. Locˇimo vecˇ osnovnh tipov
rodov. Pri TEM (transverzalno elektromagnetnih) rodovih sta komponenti elek-
tricˇnega in magnetnega polja vzdolzˇ osi sˇirjenja svetlobe z enaka 0, torej Ez = 0
in Hz = 0. Za TE (transverzalno elektricˇne) rodove je znacˇilno, da je Ez = 0,
medtem ko za TM (transverzalno magnetne) rodove velja Hz = 0. Poznamo sˇe
hibridne rodove HE in EH, kjer niti elektricˇna niti magnetna komponenta polja
vzdolzˇ osi ni enaka 0, torej Ez 6= 0 in Hz 6= 0. Nanozˇica podpira rodove tipov
TE01, TM01 ter HE01 a in EH01 a. Pri taksˇnih oznakah sˇtevilo 0 opisuje simetrijo
v smeri azimutnega kota, 1 pa sˇtevilo maksimumov v radialni smeri. Pri hibridnih
rodovih zaradi sˇestkotne simetrije nastopi sˇe a, ki razlikuje degenerirana rodova
a in b (oblika polj je skoraj identicˇna, le da sta zasukana za 90➦ okoli osi z).
Pri integriranih fotonskih vezjih prihodnosti bo eno od zanimivih vprasˇanj
zagotovo, kako sklapljati svetlobo samo v eno smer. Z asimetricˇnimi opticˇnimi
pojavi v nanodimenzijah se ukvarja relativno mlado podrocˇje kvantne kiralne op-
tike. Pojem kiralen sicer izhaja iz grsˇke besede Xειρ, ki pomeni dlan. Oznacˇuje
predmete, katerih zrcalna slika se ne more preslikati sama vase. Kiralnost je
pomembna v sˇtevilnih znanstvenih disciplinah, npr. v kemiji, v nanooptiki pa
oznacˇuje asimetricˇne pojave. V nasˇem primeru je zanimiva predvsem mozˇnost
usmerjenega sklapljanja svetlobe v valovode. To je mogocˇe v valovodih majh-
nih dimenzij (pod valovno dolzˇino svetlobe). V le-teh se v posameznem rodu
poleg transverzalnih pojavi tudi longitudinalna komponenta elektricˇnega polja.
Ob robu valovoda tako dobimo obmocˇja, kjer je razmerje med transverzalno ter
longitudinalno komponento elektricˇnega polja enako 1, kar pomeni, da je v tem
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obmocˇju elektricˇno polje krozˇno polarizirano. Posledicˇno pride do nastanka t.i.
transverzalnega spina (angl. ”transversal spin”) - vektorja, ki je pravokoten na
stranico valovoda. Krozˇno polariziran zˇarek svetlobe ima sicer t.i. vektor spinske
vrtilne kolicˇine (angl. ”spin angular momentum vector”), ki je (anti)paralelen s
smerjo sˇirjenja zˇarka (odvisno od tega, ali je svetloba levo ali desno krozˇno po-
larizirana). Cˇe taksˇen zˇarek vpada na podrocˇje blizu roba valovoda ter je hkrati
vzporeden s transverzalnim spinom valovoda, pride preko pojava t.i. spinsko-
orbitalne sklopitve (angl. ”spin-orbit coupling”) do sklapljanja svetlobe v samo
eni smeri valovoda. Le-ta se obrne, cˇe se spremeni krozˇna polarizacija vpadne
svetlobe. V dosedanjih objavah drugih skupin je bil doticˇni pojav dosezˇen s
tocˇkastimi dipolnimi izvori (preko sipanja svetlobe na kvantnih pikah oz. nan-
odelcih). V magistrskem delu nas zanima, ali je podobno mogocˇe dosecˇi tudi z
nanozˇicami.
Pri simulacijah uporabljamo vecˇ razlicˇnih orodij, ki v ozadju temeljijo na
razlicˇnih numericˇnih metodah. Pri sˇtudiji razlicˇnih rodov znotraj valovodov
uporabljamo metodo koncˇnih elementov (angl. ”Finite Element Method”) z orod-
jem COMSOL Multiphyics ter metodo koncˇnih diferenc (angl. ”Finite Differ-
ence Eigenmode”) z orodjem Lumerical MODE. Le-te se izvajajo na 2D preseku
posameznega valovoda. Za sˇtudijo ostalih lastnosti nasˇih struktur, kot so odbo-
jnost ter sklapljanje svetlobe, so potrebne zahtevnejˇse 3D simulacije. Posluzˇimo
se metode koncˇnih razlik v cˇasovnem prostoru (angl. ”Finite-Difference Time-
Domain”) z orodjem Lumerical FDTD, ki resˇuje Maxwellove enacˇbe v diskretnem
3D prostoru.
Pri simulacijah zacˇnemo z najenostavnejˇsim primerom nanozˇice, ki je obkrozˇena
z zrakom, nzrak=1. Analiza rodov pokazˇe, da nanozˇica pri vecˇjih polmerih podpira
sˇirjenje vecˇ razlicˇnih rodov. Efektivni lomni kolicˇnik neff posameznih rodov se pri
nadaljnjem povecˇanju polmera nanozˇice priblizˇuje vrednosti lomnega kolicˇnika
materiala nanozˇice, t.j. nGaAs.Pri manjˇsanju polmera posamezni rodovi dosezˇejo
mejo (angl. ”cut-off point”), ko se ne morejo vecˇ sˇiriti znotraj valovoda. Takrat
njihov neff pade pod vrednost efektivnega lomnega kolicˇnika okoliˇskega materi-
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ala. Nato s 3D FDTD simulacijo dolocˇimo odbojnost zgornjega zrcala nanozˇice
za vecˇ posameznih rodov ob razlicˇnih polmerih nanozˇice. Odbojnost se razlikuje
med rodovi, pri vseh pa le-ta strmo pade proti vrednosti 0%, ko polmer nanozˇice
dosezˇe mejno vrednost. Pri vecˇjih polmerih nanozˇice odbojnost pade, saj se svet-
loba delno sipa tudi v viˇsje rodove. Odbojnost zgornjega zrcala se lahko izboljˇsa
z dodatkom kovinske plasti. Za osnovni HE11 rod se odbojnost tako lahko poviˇsa
iz 40% do 90%. V nekaterih primerih je potreben sˇe vmesni sloj oksida (npr. za
galvansko izolacijo v primeru kovinskih kontaktov). S spreminjanjem debeline ok-
sida opazimo lokalne maksimume in minimume zaradi spremembe v dolzˇini poti
svetlobe, kar je znacˇilno za interferencˇne pojave.
Naslednja struktura je bila nanozˇica, ki je postavljena navpicˇno na silici-
jevem valovodu pravokotnega preseka. S kombinacijo dveh degeneriranih rodov
HE11a in HE11b ter faznem zamiku π/2 lahko ustvarimo krozˇno polariziran val, ki
se sˇiri znotraj nanozˇice. Z asimetricˇno postavitvijo taksˇne nanozˇice na valovodu
lahko dosezˇemo usmerjeno sklapljanje svetlobe v valovod preko zˇe omenjenega po-
java spinsko-orbitalne sklopitve, kjer gre za prekrivanje vektorja spinske vrtilne
kolicˇine vpadne svetlobe ter transverzalnega spina rodu v valovodu. Razmerje
med kolicˇino sklopljene svetlobe v nasprotnih smereh lahko dosezˇe vrednosti blizu
104, a je izjemno obcˇutljivo na polozˇaj nanozˇice. Zamik za samo 10 nm lahko
povzrocˇi spremembo razmerja za cel velikostni razred. Zanima nas tudi ucˇinkovi-
tost sklapljanja svetlobe (torej, koliksˇen delezˇ svetlobe nadaljuje pot v valovodu)
ter odbojnost nazaj v nanozˇico (za doseganje nizkega praga za lasersko valovanje).
Omenjena parametra dosezˇeta vrednosti 10% oz. 30%. Ucˇinkovitost sklopitve v
preferencˇni smeri lahko pojasnimo s prekrivanjem vektorjev spinov vpadne svet-
lobe ter rodu valovoda. Vrednosti lahko grobo predvidimo z izracˇunom vsote
skalarnih produktov spinov. Sklopitev v drugi smeri lahko pripiˇsemo destruktivni
interferenci. Odbojnosti a in b komponent rodov izkazujeta razlicˇno odvisnost od
polozˇaja nanozˇice, saj pomembno vlogo pri odboju igra tudi rob valovoda ter
rotacija nanozˇice oz. orientiranost obeh rodov znotraj nanozˇice.
Polmer nanozˇice ima velik vpliv na odbojnost, optimalen polmer pa se
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spreminja z dimenzijami valovoda ter s polozˇajem nanozˇice. Odbojnosti dosegajo
vrednosti okoli 30%, pri vecˇjih polmerih pa se znizˇajo zaradi sipanja v viˇsje rodove.
Dimenzije valovoda igrajo pomembno vlogo pri sklapljanju svetlobe. Sprem-
injanje viˇsine pomeni spremembo neff in oblike polja ter spremeni opticˇno pot
med mejami nanozˇica/valovod ter valovod/substrat. Sprememba viˇsine torej zelo
vpliva na odbojnost. Pri dimenzijah valovoda 280 nm × 50 nm razmerje usmer-
jene sklopitve dosezˇe vrednost skoraj 8000, ucˇinkovitost sklapljanja svetlobe 10%
ter odbojnost vrednost okoli 20%. Spreminjanje sˇirine valovoda vpliva na neff in
oblike polja, ne spremeni pa razdalje med mejami nanozˇica/valovod ter valovod/-
substrat. Da bi nasˇli optimalne dimenzije valovoda, bi morali hkrati spreminjati
viˇsino in sˇirino, saj nista neodvisni, a bi to povecˇalo sˇtevilo potrebnih simulacij z
drugo potenco. Mozˇne vrednosti lahko omejimo z zahtevo, da naj valovod podpira
sˇirjenje le osnovnega rodu.
S spreminjanjem razmerja amplitud rodov HE11a in HE11b lahko konstru-
iramo elipticˇno polariziran val. To vpliva na sliko polj ter posledicˇno na vektor
spinske vrtilne kolicˇine. S taksˇnim spreminjanjem razmerja lahko premikamo
polozˇaj, kjer je razmerje usmerjenega sklapljanja najviˇsje, brez da bi bistveno
vplivali na ucˇinkovitost sklapljanja svetlobe ter na odbojnost.
Vstavitev sloja SiO2 oksida med valovod in nanozˇico, ki je potreben v pro-
cesu za prostorsko selektivno rast nanozˇic, prinese obcˇutno poslabsˇanje razmerja
usmerjenega sklapljanja ter ucˇinkovitosti sklapljanja. Do tega pride zaradi sˇir-
jenja svetlobe vzdolzˇ meje oksid/zrak, kjer hitro oslabi. Po drugi strani lahko
s spreminjanjem debeline izboljˇsamo odbojnost, saj lahko vplivamo na dolzˇino
opticˇne poti brez spreminjanja valovoda.
S simulacijami smo prvicˇ pokazali, da je usmerjeno sklapljanje svetlobe
mozˇno dosecˇi z nanozˇico, znotraj katere se sˇiri krozˇno polariziran val, ki je postav-
ljena asimetricˇno na vrhu silicijevega valovoda.
Kljucˇne besede: laser na osnovi nanozˇic, valovod, odbojnost, usmerjeno sklap-
ljanje svetlobe, spinsko-orbitalna sklopitev
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Abstract
The monolithic integration of efficient, reliable and cheap nanoscale sources
on silicon in the desired wavelength range remains the holy grail for chip-level
optical interconnects. In this context, (III-V) semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are
a promising candidate. Furthermore, the possibility of directional emission into
future photonic circuits and networks could prove crucial. This thesis focuses on
numerical simulations of different nanowire and waveguide structures to achieve
unidirectional coupling of light into a proximal waveguide (WG) via the spin-orbit
interaction.
The initial results for a GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NW show that the NW
acts as a low-loss WG, supporting several modes whose field profile and effective
refractive index neff depend on the NW radius. The addition of a metal mirror
can increase the end facet reflectivity (an important parameter in achieving low-
threshold lasing) from 40% to 90% in the case of the fundamental HE11 mode.
To achieve a unidirectional coupling, the NW needs to support a circularly
(elliptically) polarized wave. This is achieved by mixing two degenerate HE11a
and HE11b modes, phase shifted by π/2. By placing the NW off-center on top
of a Si WG we break the symmetry and the amount of light coupled in opposite
directions of the WG differs thanks to spin-orbit coupling. The unidirectional
coupling ratio can reach values of nearly 104 but is extremely sensitive to the NW
offset position on the WG - a 10 nm shift can change the coupling ratio by an
order of magnitude. The coupling efficiency into the WG depends on the spin
overlap between the NW and WG mode and can exceed 10%. The reflectivity
back into the NW depends mainly on the NW radius and reaches values of 30%.
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The coupling depends also on the NW and WG dimensions, as these affect the
neff and field profiles of each of the modes, respectively. A coupling ratio of
almost 8000, a coupling efficiency of over 10% and a reflectivity of around 20%
are reached with a NW with a 120 nm radius positioned 115 nm off-center on
top of a waveguide with a width of 280 nm and a height of 50 nm. To prevent
reflection and coupling into higher order modes, the NW and WG dimensions
should be kept small enough to exhibit single-mode waveguiding. With a change
in the amplitude ratio of the a and b mode, one can shift the NW offset with
the coupling ratio peak without affecting the coupling efficiency and reflectivity
significantly. The introduction of an intermediate SiO2 oxide layer (required in the
fabrication process for a site-selective growth of NWs) deteriorates the coupling
ratio and coupling efficiency. This is due to the propagation of a part of the
light along the oxide/air interface where it decays quickly. The reflectivity can
be enhanced by tuning the oxide thickness to achieve constructive interference of
the back reflected waves without affecting the WG mode.
In summary, the simulation results presented in this thesis show for the
first time that unidirectional coupling can in principle be achieved with a NW
supporting a circularly polarized propagating wave placed asymmetrically on top
of a Si waveguide.
Key words: nanowire laser, waveguide, reflectivity, unidirectional coupling, spin-
orbit coupling
Chapter 1
Introduction: From Electronics
to Photonics
Ever since the invention of the transistor in 1947 up to state-of-the-art CMOS
technologies, we have been witnessing an incredible evolution of electronics, which
became an indispensable part of our daily lives. As early as in 1965, Gordon
Moore made his famous observation that the number of transistors on an inte-
grated circuit doubles approximately every two years [1]. The so-called Moore’s
law accurately predicted the exponential progress in semiconductor technology
for several decades, mostly thanks to simple but effective shrinking of devices.
Unfortunately, the downscaling cannot go on forever - as we race towards sub-10
nm technology nodes, we face undesired quantum-mechanical effects and funda-
mental physical limitations, with device layers only a few atoms thick. A major
issue is the so-called interconnect bottleneck, as the miniaturization of copper
wires serving as interconnects causes increased parasitic capacitance, resulting in
longer propagation delays which put an upper limit to switching times [2]. A
higher integration density and tighter component packing also means a signifi-
cant increase in heat dissipation and makes efficient cooling a severe challenge.
In fact, in today’s world of increasing large-scale data communication and infor-
mation exchange, around 50% of the total power in data centers is dissipated in
9
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copper interconnects [3].
A possible solution to overcome these fundamental limitations is to make
a shift from electronic to photonic components and optical interconnects. On
the large scale, global information exchange has already been based on optical
communications for years, as optical fibers offer several advantages over conven-
tional copper cables - providing much higher communication bandwidths at a
lower power loss, which enables longer transmission distances. Vertical cavity
surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) have found use in short-reach, high-speed op-
tical interconnects in data centers and server clusters [4]. On the smaller scale,
however, implementing optical interconnects efficiently has proven difficult. Even
though photonic components are much faster compared to their electronic coun-
terparts, significantly lower integration densities due to the diffraction limit of
light prevented a true paradigm shift until this day.
Photonics has been one of the hottest research topics and in the past decade
several milestones, pushing the boundary of science and technology, have been
reached. Low-loss waveguides [5, 6], directional couplers [7, 8], high-performance
optical modulators [9, 10], photodetectors [11, 12], multiplexers [13] and demul-
tiplexers [14] have already been successfully developed and are available on the
Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) platform. These innovations, as well as established
CMOS-like low-cost silicon integrated circuit processes put silicon photonics for-
ward as a key enabling technology for next-generation optical communications.
Although many of the desired photonic components are already available on the
SOI platform, demonstrating the monolithic integration of efficient, reliable and
cheap nanoscale light sources on silicon in the desired wavelength range remains
the holy grail for chip-level optical interconnects.
Silicon (Si) itself is a terrible light emitter due to its indirect bandgap, which
means that interband transitions have to involve a phonon process to satisfy the
conservation of energy and momentum. As a consequence, the quantum efficiency
is extremely low. There have been several approaches proposed to circumvent this
problem, such as using porous Si [16], Si nanocrystals [17], Si Raman lasers [18],
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Figure 1.1: The realization of integrated light sources on silicon would open the
door to optical interconnects for intra- and inter-chip communication, improving
the speed and power consumption by orders of magnitude compared to conventional
copper wires. Source: [15]
Erbium light sources[19], Ge-on-Si lasers [20, 21], GeSn lasers [22], and III-V-
based lasers [23].
Ideally, a light source on silicon should fulfill a few requirements [24]:
(i) emission in the telecom range (1.3-1.55 µm),
(ii) electrical pumping and a high integration density,
(iii) high power-efficiency,
(iv) CMOS-compatibility,
(v) efficient coupling to photonic circuit.
As III-V materials have excellent optical properties, such as a direct band
gap, high gain values and the possibility to tune the band gap by varying the
composition, a promising strategy would be to integrate III-V active media on
silicon. In this context, III-V semiconductor nanowires (NWs) are of great interest
as integrated light sources on silicon [25]. Their one-dimensional structure, which
forms a natural Fabry-Pe´rot resonator, and high index contrast enable low-loss
waveguiding. Another advantage is that they can be grown site-selectively on
silicon using conventional epitaxial processes.
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Lasing up to room temperature of optically pumped GaAs-AlGaAs core-
shell NWs on a dielectric substrate has been demonstrated in 2013 [26]. Further
development resulted in a monolithic integration of NW lasers on silicon with low
threshold and high spontaneous emission coupling factors [27]. Current research
activities within our group include tuning of the emission wavelength by employ-
ing different gain media, such as radially positioned InGaAs multiple quantum
wells (MQWs) [28] and the integration of NW lasers on Si waveguides [29].
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The Scope of this Thesis
The scope of this thesis is to evaluate several GaAs-AlGaAs nanowire and silicon
waveguide structures through numerical simulations and to explore the possibil-
ities of unidirectional coupling and optimize different parameters to obtain the
desired behavior.
The thesis is structured in the following way:
❼ Chapter 2 reviews the fundamentals of semiconductor lasers and outlines
the specifics for nanowire lasers.
❼ In Chapter 3, the basic properties of waveguide modes are illustrated on an
example of a simple optical fiber to then explain the properties of nanowires
as waveguides.
❼ Chapter 4 provides an introduction to the emerging topic of chiral optics
and presents phenomena like spin-direction locking, which can be utilized
for unidirectional coupling in waveguides.
❼ Chapter 5 is an overview of the numerical methods utilized by the simulation
programs used in the results.
❼ In Chapter 6, the simulation setup and results are presented in terms of the
simulated structures, varied parameters and properties of interest.
❼ Chapter 7 provides concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2
Semiconductor Nanowire Laser
Fundamentals
As mentioned in Chapter 1, there is a variety of possible strategies towards the
realization of integrated light sources on silicon. Semiconductor nanowire lasers
are of particular interest due to several advantages.
This chapter commences with a short review of the fundamentals of semi-
conductor lasers and builds on these basic concepts to enlighten the reader about
the specifics of nanowire lasers.
2.1 Photonic Transitions in Direct Band Gap
Semiconductors
The first laser was successfully demonstrated in 1960 by Theodore H. Maiman,
based on theoretical work by Charles H. Townes and Arthur L. Schawlow [30]
and has since then proven extremely useful in a variety of fields, ranging from
optical communication to medical applications [31]. The acronym LASER stands
for light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.
In order to gain some basic understanding, we first review the fundamental
light-matter interactions in a semiconductor: absorption, spontaneous emission
15
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the three fundamental light-matter interactions in a
semiconductor. (a) An incident photon with sufficient energy gets absorbed and
generates an electron-hole pair. An electron in the higher energy state E2 can
recombine either by (b) spontaneous emission (after a random time τ spon) or by
(c) stimulated emission, triggered by an incident photon. The emitted photon’s
phase, polarization and direction are random in case of spontaneous emission and
match the incident photon in case of stimulated emission.
and stimulated emission of light. Considering a direct band gap semiconductor,
in a simple model we can approximate the band structure as a system of two
discrete states, E2 > E1, see Fig. 2.1. An incident photon with an energy
E = hν equal or greater than the energy difference E2 − E1 can get absorbed
and generates an electron-hole pair. In other words, the electron gets excited and
makes a transition to the higher energy state.
In this configuration, there are two possible radiative recombination pro-
cesses. Spontaneous emission occurs when the electron recombines with the hole
after a characteristic spontaneous emission lifetime τ spon and emits a photon with
a random phase, polarization and direction. In the case of stimulated emission,
the recombination is triggered through the interaction with another incident pho-
ton. The emitted and the incident photon have the same phase, polarization and
direction - they are coherent.
2.2 Lasing Condition
A laser consists of an active medium with population inversion, which can be
achieved e.g. by optically pumping the semiconductor active region above its
band gap. Furthermore, an optical resonator is required to amplify light - increase
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Figure 2.2: (a) Illustration of a Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Two mirrors separated
by distance L form the optical cavity. Light is amplified in the gain medium
region, while the losses occur due to non-ideal mirror reflectivities and absorption
in the cavity. Sketch adapted from [35]. (b) The Fabry-Pe´rot resonator supports
longitudinal modes which are spaced equidistantly.
the photon density inside the device to ensure that stimulated emission is the
dominating recombination process in order to generate a coherent light output.
One of the simplest optical resonators - the Fabry-Pe´rot resonator - can be
formed by placing mirrors parallel to the active medium [32], see Fig. 2.2(a).
Some of the photons, spontaneously generated in the cavity, are then reflected
at mirrors and fed back into the gain material, potentially leading to stimulated
emission. Once the spontaneous and stimulated emission rates exceed absorp-
tion and mirror losses, light amplification is achieved. Due to constructive and
destructive interference effects, the resonator supports only certain longitudinal
modes which are equidistantly spaced. The supported modes can be described
by the following formula [33]
q
λm
2
= Lcav (2.1)
where q is an integer, λm =
λvac
ngroup
is the wavelength of the mode m and Lcav is
the length of the cavity. The spectrum of the supported modes is illustrated in
Fig. 2.2(b). Light amplification within the gain medium can be expressed with
the gain coefficient g [34]:
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dI
dz
= g(ω)I(z), (2.2)
where I is the optical intensity, ω the angular frequency and z the direction of
propagation of the beam.
2.3 Lasing Threshold
In conventional lasers, the lasing threshold is usually defined as the state where
gain equals losses. For microscopic lasers it is more correctly defined as the
point where the pump power to bring the mean cavity photon number to unity is
reached [36]. The required lasing threshold is often determined based on photon
density (L − I) curves, displaying the relation between output photon density
and injection current/pump power. When the spontaneous emission factor β
which describes the fraction of spontaneous emission is small, the L − I curves
have a distinguishable sharp twist, typically marked as the laser threshold (see
Fig. 2.3). However, in nanolasers, β can reach higher values, the curved features
get smoother and we need to resort to one of several other definitions for the
threshold: the first- or second-order derivatives of the L−I curves, the derivative
of the log(L) − log(I) curves, the peak height vs width ratio s/w, and others
[37]. It is worth noting that coherence of laser light is more important than its
intensity.
If we go back to a simple uniform gain medium between two mirrors, sepa-
rated by distance L and with reflectivities R1 and R2, we can derive the threshold
conditions. As the mode makes a round-trip through the cavity, it is amplified
with a gain coefficient g, attenuated by the loss coefficient α and experiences
mirror losses due to their finite mirror reflectivities R1 and R2. The gain must
therefore compensate the waveguiding and mirror losses [38]:
R1R2e
−2αLe2gΓLg ≥ 1, (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: L − I curves for different values of spontaneous emission factor β.
For small β, there is a distinguishable kink in the curve, often marked as the laser
threshold (dashed line). For higher β, the curves get smoother and one of the other
definitions for laser threshold needs to be used. Plot taken from [37].
where Γ is the mode confinement factor, L the resonator length, Lg the gain
medium length and α the absorption coefficient (in our case, L = Lg). The
minimum value of g that satisfies this condition is the threshold gain g
th
:
g
th
=
1
Γ
[
α−
1
2L
ln(R1R2)
]
(2.4)
Lowering the threshold gain to reduce the required power is a crucial goal in laser
design.
2.4 Nanowire Lasers
2.4.1 Fundamentals
Semiconductor nanowire lasers fulfill many of the requirements to achieve low-
threshold lasing. The nanowire represents a gain medium and an optical resonator
at the same time [25] - as the end facets behave as mirrors, a longitudinal Fabry-
Pe´rot cavity is formed naturally, see Fig. 2.4. Their unique one-dimensional
geometry enables low-loss guiding of supported optical modes.
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of a basic NW structure with end facets serving as mirrors
and forming a Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. Schematic adapted from [25].
High mirror reflectivities are crucial to enable low-threshold operation. To
achieve high reflectivities, there should be a significant difference between the
photon momentum (~k = ~ 2pi
λ ngroup
) of light propagating inside the nanowire to
the one in the surrounding medium. The refractive group index ngroup =
c
vgroup
=
n − λdn
dλ
[39], should therefore have large values compared to the environment
(e.g., air, ngroup = 1).
Another important parameter for efficient waveguiding is enabling high
mode confinement factors through a large refractive index contrast between the
nanowire and the surrounding medium. The confinement factor is a measure of
the mode confinement inside the active gain medium. In conventional laser struc-
tures, a simple power confinement factor is usually calculated, i.e., the ratio of
the integrals of the Poynting vector over the active region and over the complete
mode profile. However, for nanolaser structures exhibiting strong confinement, a
definition which accounts for quantum mechanical effects is more correct [40]:
Γ =
ε0 c na
∫∫
active
|E|2dxdy∫∫
Re
[
E ×H∗
]
· zˆ dxdy
(2.5)
c is the speed of light, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, na(ω) the refractive index of the
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of a GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell nanowire laser. The cross-
section consists of a GaAs core (active region), followed by a 5 nm thick AlGaAs
passivation layer and protected by a 5 nm thick GaAs cap.
active region material at frequency ω, whileE andH are the complex electric and
magnetic fields of the mode. When defined in this fashion, the confinement factor
can reach values above unity. This may seem counterintuitive, as the confinement
factor is the ratio between the modal and material gain. The reasoning behind is
that light has a higher effective group index and propagates slower within the high
index contrast waveguide. This causes the modal gain to increase, even beyond
the value of the material gain, further decreasing the necessary threshold gain.
2.4.2 GaAs-AlGaAs Core-Shell Nanowire Lasers
The basic object investigated in the thesis is the GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell nanowire
Laser [26], [27]. Its structure, illustrated in Fig. 2.5, tackles several challenges to-
wards successfully integrating III-V light sources on silicon. Conventional GaAs
NWs suffer from a large density of surface states, which cause unwanted non-
radiative recombination and a poor luminescence efficiency. By passivating the
surface with a material with a larger bandgap, such as AlxGa1-xAs, the carriers
are unable to interact with the surface. A 5 nm thick layer is sufficient to en-
hance the NW’s luminescence by a factor of ∼ 103 [41]. The 5 nm thick GaAs cap
prevents oxidation of the AlGaAs layer. Another major challenge is the large
lattice mismatch between III-V compound semiconductors and silicon (around
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Figure 2.6: Lattice constant vs. band gap plot of common semiconductor ma-
terials. The large lattice mismatch of 4.2% between GaAs and Si is highlighted.
Adapted from [43].
4.2% in the case of GaAs), as shown in Fig. 2.6. However, thanks to the NW’s
non-planar one-dimensional growth, strain relaxation is strongly modified and
potential defects do not propagate further into the NW [42].
There are several growth schemes for GaAs-based NW lasers, based on
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal-organic chemical vapour phase deposi-
tion (MOCVD). In our group, the NW structures are grown on a SiO2 templated
Si (111) substrate in a two-step process using MBE [25].
Chapter 3
Waveguide Modes
Nanowires act as low-loss waveguides. Depending on their structure and diameter,
they can support several different optical modes. We start by reviewing the basic
concepts of optical waveguides, go over an example of a simple step-index optical
fiber, and then finally focus on NWs as waveguides.
3.1 Basic Concepts
Optical waveguides generally consist of a core and a surrounding cladding. The
refractive index of the core n1 is higher than that of the cladding n0, so that the
propagating light is confined within the core by total internal reflection, with the
critical condition θ ≥ sin−1 n0
n1
= θC . In a waveguide, only certain modes can
exist. They have to fulfill a phase-matching condition for the propagating angle
φ [39]:
tan
(
k n1 a sinφ−
mπ
2
)
=
√
2∆
sin2 φ
− 1, (3.1)
where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, m the mode number, a the core radius, n1
the core refractive index and ∆ =
n21−n
2
0
2n2
1
∼= n1−n0n1 the refractive index difference.
The solution with the mode number m = 0 is the fundamental mode, while the
ones with m > 1 are higher order modes (see Fig. 3.1). For a propagating wave,
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Figure 3.1: Formation of modes through the interference of light waves. The solid
and dashed lines represent a positive and negative phase front, respectively. The
E-field has a maximum (minimum) amplitude where two positive (negative) phase
fronts interfere. The amplitude approaches zero near the core-cladding interface, as
the positive and negative phase fronts cancel each other out. The field distribution
along the transverse x direction is a standing wave which varies periodically along
the z direction: λ
(n)
p = (λ/n1)/ cosφ = 2pi/βn. βn = kn1 cosφ and κn = kn1 sinφ
are the propagation constants along z and x. Schematic adapted from [39].
we define a phase velocity vp =
ω
β
and a group velocity vg =
dz
dt
= dω
dβ
∣∣∣
ω=ω0
,
where β is the phase constant. Each mode has an effective index, which is the
ratio between the phase constant and the vacuum wavenumber, neff =
β
k0
. The
higher order modes have a cutoff frequency below which they cannot propagate
in the waveguide anymore. This occurs when the effective index of the mode
becomes smaller than the refractive index of the surrounding material. The group
refractive index is defined as a ratio of the vacuum velocity of light to the group
velocity in the medium: ng =
c0
vg
= d(kn)
dk
= n+ k dn
dk
= n− λdn
dλ
.
We can classify basic mode types (propagating along z):
(I) TEM (Transverse Electromagnetic), where Ez = 0 and Hz = 0,
(II) TE (Transverse Electric), where Ez = 0,
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(III) TM (Transverse Magnetic), where Hz = 0,
(IV) HE or EH (hybrid or helical modes), which contain all components of electric
and magnetic fields and are a linear superposition of TE and TM waves. The
order of the letters depends on which of the transversal field components is
dominant - electric Ez in HE and magnetic Hz in EH.
3.2 Step-index Fiber
We follow an example of a step-index fiber [39], consisting of a core with radius
a and a cladding layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
The EM fields are expressed in cylindrical coordinates as
Eˆ = E(r, θ)ei(ωt−βz) (3.2a)
Hˆ = H(r, θ)ei(ωt−βz) (3.2b)
Here, E is the electric field, H the magnetic field, ω the angular frequency, t
time and β the phase constant.
We obtain two sets of wave equations:
∂2Ez
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Ez
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2Ez
∂θ2
+
(
k2n(r, θ)2 − β2
)
Ez = 0
∂2Hz
∂r2
+
1
r
∂Hz
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2Hz
∂θ2
+
(
k2n(r, θ)2 − β2
)
Hz = 0
(3.3a)
(3.3b)
The transverse electromagnetic fields are [39]:
Er = −
i
k2n(r)2 − β2
(
β
∂Ez
∂r
+
ωµ0
r
∂Hz
∂θ
)
(3.4a)
Eθ = −
i
k2n(r)2 − β2
(
β
r
∂Ez
∂θ
− ωµ0
∂Hz
∂r
)
(3.4b)
Hr = −
i
k2n(r)2 − β2
(
β
∂Hz
∂r
−
ωε0n(r)
2
r
∂Ez
∂θ
)
(3.4c)
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Figure 3.2: A step-index fiber consists of a core, surrounded by a cladding. The
refractive index of the core n1 is higher than that of the cladding n0 to ensure the
confinement of modes within the core through total internal reflection.
Hθ = −
i
k2n(r)2 − β2
(
β
r
∂Hz
∂θ
+ ωε0n(r)
2∂Ez
∂r
)
(3.4d)
k is the wave number and µ0 and ε0 stand for vacuum permeability and vacuum
permittivity, respectively. In Eqs. 3.4 we already took into account that in axially
symmetric fibers, n is not dependent on the angle θ, therefore n(r, θ)→ n(r). The
azimuthal dependency of the EM fields is expressed by cos(lθ+ψ) or sin(lθ + ψ),
where l is an integer and ψ the phase. The optical fiber supports TE, TM and
hybrid modes.
TE Modes
When interested in TE Modes, Ez = 0 and we can omit the factors with Ez,
simplifying Eqs. 3.4, while taking into account only the 3.3b wave equation.
The magnetic field in the core and cladding is
Hz =

 g(r)h(r)

 cos(lθ + ψ) (0 ≤ r ≤ a)(r > a) (3.5)
It follows from the boundary conditions that Hz and Hθ are continuous at the
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core-cladding interface (r = a):
g(a) = h(a) (3.6a)
iβ
k2n(a)2 − β2
l
a
g(a) sin(lθ + ψ) =
iβ
k2n20 − β
2
l
a
h(a) sin(lθ + ψ) (3.6b)
Since in a step-index fiber, n(a) = n1 6= n0, the integer l has to equal 0. The
resulting wave equation and EM fields for the TE modes are then
d2Hz
dr2
+
1
r
dHz
dr
+
(
k2n(r)2 − β2
)
Hz = 0 (3.7)
Eθ =
iωµ0
k2n(r)2 − β2
dHz
dr
(3.8a)
Hr =−
iβ
k2n(r)2 − β2
dHz
dr
(3.8b)
Er =Hθ = 0. (3.8c)
The solutions of the wave equation 3.7 for the field in the core and the cladding
are the 0th order Bessel function J0(κr) and the modified Bessel functions of the
second kind K0(σr), respectively. κ =
√
k2n21 − β
2 and σ =
√
β2 − k2n20 are the
wave number in the core and cladding.
After applying the boundary conditions, rearranging and simplifying1, we
obtain the EM fields for the TE mode:
Er = Ez = Hθ = 0, (3.9)
1 The complete derivation can be found in [39]
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(a) Fields in the core (0 ≤ r ≤ a):
Eθ = −iωµ0
a
u
AJ1
(u
a
r
)
(3.10a)
Hr = iβ
a
u
AJ1
(u
a
r
)
(3.10b)
Hz = AJ0
(u
a
r
)
(3.10c)
(b) Fields in the cladding (r > a):
Eθ = iωµ0
a
ω
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK1
(w
a
r
)
(3.11a)
Hr = −iβ
a
w
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK1
(w
a
r
)
(3.11b)
Hz =
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK0
(w
a
r
)
(3.11c)
where u = κa and w = σa.
TM Modes
We follow a similar procedure in the case of TM modes, when we set Hz = 0,
simplify Eqs. 3.4 and consider only the 3.3a wave equation. The solutions are
again Bessel functions.
The EM fields for TM mode are
Eθ = Hr = Hz = 0, (3.12)
(a) Fields in the core (0 ≤ r ≤ a):
Er = iβ
a
u
AJ1
(u
a
r
)
(3.13a)
Ez = AJ0
(u
a
r
)
(3.13b)
Hθ = jωε0n
2
1AJ1
(u
a
r
)
(3.13c)
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(b) Fields in the cladding (r > a):
Er = −iβ
a
w
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK1
(w
a
r
)
(3.14a)
Ez =
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK0
(w
a
r
)
(3.14b)
Hθ = −iωε0n
2
0
a
w
J0(u)
K0(w)
AK1
(w
a
r
)
(3.14c)
Hybrid Modes
In hybrid HE or EH modes, both the axial components Ez and Hz are non-zero.
The solutions for the wave equations 3.3a and 3.3b are now a product of lth order
Bessel functions and cos(lθ + ψ) or sin(lθ + ψ).
The EM field components are in this case
(a) Fields in the core (0 ≤ r ≤ a):
Er = −
ia2
u2
[
Aβ
u
a
J ′n(
u
a
r) + Cωµ0
n
r
Jn(
u
a
r)
]
cos(lθ + ψ) (3.15a)
Eθ = −
ia2
u2
[
− Aβ
n
r
Jn(
u
a
r)− Cωµ0
u
a
J ′n(
u
a
r)
]
sin(lθ + ψ) (3.15b)
Ez = AJn(
u
a
r) cos(lθ + ψ) (3.15c)
Hr = −
ia2
u2
[
Aωε0n
2
1
n
r
Jn(
u
a
r) + Cβ
u
a
J ′n(
u
a
r)
]
sin(lθ + ψ) (3.15d)
Hθ = −
ia2
u2
[
Aωε0n
2
1
u
a
J ′n(
u
a
r) + Cβ
n
r
Jn(
u
a
r)
]
cos(lθ + ψ) (3.15e)
Hz = CJn(
u
a
r) sin(lθ + ψ) (3.15f)
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(b) Fields in the cladding (r > a):
Er =
ia2
w2
[
Aβ
w
a
K ′n(
w
a
r) + Cωµ0
n
r
Kn(
w
a
r)
]
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
cos(lθ + ψ) (3.16a)
Eθ =
ia2
w2
[
− Aβ
n
r
Kn(
w
a
r)− Cωµ0
w
a
K ′n(
w
a
r)
]
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
sin(lθ + ψ) (3.16b)
Ez = A
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
Kn(
w
a
r) cos(lθ + ψ) (3.16c)
Hr =
ia2
w2
[
Aωε0n
2
0
n
r
Kn(
w
a
r) + Cβ
w
a
K ′n(
w
a
r)
]
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
sin(lθ + ψ) (3.16d)
Hθ =
ia2
w2
[
Aωε0n
2
0
w
a
K ′n(
w
a
r) + Cβ
n
r
Kn(
w
a
r)
]
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
cos(lθ + ψ) (3.16e)
Hz = C
Jn(u)
Kn(w)
Kn(
w
a
r) sin(lθ + ψ) (3.16f)
3.3 Nanowire as a Waveguide
Due to the high refractive index contrast between the active and surrounding
medium, a nanowire acts as a low-loss waveguide [25]. Depending on its structure
and diameter, it can support several TE, TM and HE/EH optical modes. Each
of the modes has a characteristic field profile and the modes can be determined
easily by observing the transversal field components. While helical HE/EH modes
have both the electric and magnetic field components along the nanowire axis,
TE and TM modes only have magnetic or electric field components along the
waveguide, respectively. We follow the nomenclature from optical waveguides
[44]: the letters denote the type of the mode, the numbers describe the azimuthal
and radial symmetry of the mode, and the index a or b is added in cases with
two degenerated modes due to the hexagonal symmetry of the nanowire. This is
illustrated on an example of the HE31b mode, Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Nomenclature illustrated on a simple example. We can determine the
mode by observing the |Ez|, transversal electric field component. In this case, it is
a hybrid HE mode, with a dominant |Ez| component. In the azimuthal direction,
there are six periodic peaks, which means the geometry can be split symmetrically
with 3 axes (dashed lines). In the radial direction (from the center of the nanowire
outwards), there is only one peak, therefore the radial number is 1. The index b
denotes the degeneracy of the mode - there is also an HE31a mode, where the field
peaks are positioned in the vertices of the hexagon.
In Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 we plot intensity profiles of the transversal electric
field component |Ez| and the electric field intensity |E| of guided modes for a
nanowire with radius 200 nm. The Figures are positioned side-by-side on consec-
utive pages for an easier comparison.
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Figure 3.4: Intensity profiles of the transverse electric field component |Ez| of
guided modes and the corresponding effective refractive indices neff for a nanowire
with radius 200 nm. The field values are normalized to 1.
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Figure 3.5: Electric field intensity|E| profiles of guided modes and the corre-
sponding effective refractive indices neff for a nanowire with radius 200 nm. The
field values are normalized to 1.
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Chapter 4
Chiral Optics
One of the primary goals in quantum optics is to develop a complete set of
techniques for the control of light-matter interactions, even on the single quantum
level, while preventing undesired effects leading to decoherence. Strong light
confinement in state-of-the-art photonic nanostructures can lead to direction-
and polarization-dependent effects, violating reciprocity, so that backward and
forward propagation are not identical [45].
In this chapter, we first present a short review of the fundamental chiral
processes, have a look at a few effects arising from strong spatial confinement
of light and finally discuss spin-direction locking and its use for unidirectional
waveguide coupling, which is also interesting in the context of NWs integrated on
Si waveguides. One can envision that unidirectional coupling could prove useful
in selecting the light coupling path dynamically in future photonic circuits.
4.1 Chirality Basics
The word chiral originates from the Greek Xειρ (”kheir”), which stands for hand.
The latter is a familiar chiral object, i.e., it is distinguishable from its mirror image.
Chirality is important in several branches of science, e.g. with chiral molecules
in chemistry. Chiral optics is an emerging discipline dealing with asymmetrical
phenomena in the nanoscale optics regime.
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Figure 4.1: Depending on the polarization σ+ or σ-, light is emitted either in the
left or right direction. In other words, we get a directional excitation of waveguide
modes. Adapted from [45].
An exemplary case of a one-dimensional quantum emitter shows that chi-
ral interfaces affect light-matter interactions on a fundamental level, enabling
directional photon emission, absorption and scattering [45]. Consequently, non-
reciprocal light propagation is possible. An interesting application is the polarization-
dependent directional excitation of waveguide modes, see Fig. 4.1. Interestingly,
such effects can be expanded to quantum many-body systems, where the interac-
tion between several quantum emitters is channeled by the waveguide, achieving
directional emission, which could lead to the realization of cascaded quantum
systems [46].
4.2 Light Angular Momenta
It has been known that light carries optical angular momentum, which can be
separated into spin and orbital components [47].
Let us summarize the explanation from [48] for the case of a paraxial beam
propagating along the z axis. A circularly polarized beam has a spin angular
momentum S (SAM), dependent on the polarization helicity σ ∈ (−1, 1) which
marks the degree of circular polarization, and is aligned with the propagation
direction. Values of σ = −1 and σ = 1 stand for left- and right-handed circular
polarization. SAM has the value of σ~ per photon, where ~ is the reduced Planck’s
constant, ~ = h/2π.
Orbital angular momentum, on the other hand, is associated with the spa-
tial distribution of the optical field. Light beams with helical wavefronts (optical
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Figure 4.2: (a) Spin angular momentum (SAM) points in the direction of prop-
agation for the case of a right-hand circularly polarized beam with helicity σ = 1
and has a value of σ~ per photon. (b) Surface of a constant phase with a helical
wavefront shape, illustrating the intrinsic orbital angular momentum (IOAM) for
a vortex beam with a value of l = 2. (c) Extrinsic orbital angular momentum
(EOAM) is analogous to mechanical angular momentum of classical particles and
depends on the offset between the beam axis and coordinate system origin. Taken
from [48].
vortex beams) have a non-zero intrinsic angular orbital momentum Lint(IOAM),
which is aligned with the propagation direction and determined by the so-called
vortex charge l = 0,±1, ..., which describes the azimuthal phase dependence.
IOAM has values of l~ per photon. Extrinsic orbital angular momentumLext(EOAM)
is similar to a classical (mechanical) angular momentum and depends only on the
position of the light beam in the coordinate system. It is determined by the
cross-product of the position and momentum vector.
The optical angular momenta are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 and summarized in
the following equations:
S = σ
P
P
, Lint = l
P
P
, Lext = R× P , (4.1)
where P is the momentum vector and the values per photon are expressed in
~ = 1 units.
4.3 Transverse Spin
Nanophotonic devices can control light at sub-wavelength scales. Light is often
strongly transversely confined, i.e., perpendicularly to the direction of propaga-
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tion, which leads to a longitudinal field component oscillating along the direction
of propagation.
We can follow a simple example from [45], where a focused light beam with
wavevector k = 2π/λ and frequency ω is propagating along ±z . The electric
field is
E±(r, t) =
E±(r)
2
e−i(ωt∓kz) + c.c., (4.2)
where E±(r) is the complex amplitude, r the position vector and c.c. the complex
conjugate. Following is a derivation of the relation between the longitudinal and
transversal electric field components to obtain the polarization of the propagating
fields. We first apply Gauss’ law ∇ ·E = ρ
ε0
= 0
∣∣∣
ρ=0
, where ρ stands for charge
density (in our case, ρ = 0) and ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. We get the
following equation:
1
2
∂E±,x
∂x
e−i(ωt∓kz) +
1
2
∂E±,y
∂y
e−i(ωt∓kz) +
1
2!
!
!✒
0
∂E±,z
∂z
e−i(ωt∓kz) ±
E±,z
2
ike−i(ωt∓kz) = 0
(4.3)
By assuming a slowly varying amplitude along z, we can neglect the part with
∂E±,z
∂z
and express E±,z:
E±,z = ∓
i
k
(
∂E±,x
∂x
+
∂E±,y
∂y
)
(4.4)
The longitudinal (E±,z) and transverse (E±,x, E±,y) components become compa-
rable when the transverse components vary significantly over a length scale of
1/k = λ/(2π) (in the wavelength scale). The complex factor ∓i means a ∓π/2
phase shift of E±,z compared to the transverse components. As a consequence,
in a strongly confined region, even a linearly polarized beam becomes elliptically
polarized and E rotates in the plane parallel to the direction of propagation ±z.
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Figure 4.3: Total internal reflection at a dielectric interface, n1 > n2. In the
upper medium, an evanescent field is formed. The electric field is locally elliptically
polarized and we get a transverse spin component which depends on the direction
of the incident light ray. Taken from [45].
The spin angular momentum density of the electric field is defined as [49]:
SE = −
iε0
2ω
E∗ × E = −
iε0
2ω
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
xˆ yˆ zˆ
E∗±,x E
∗
±,y E
∗
±,z
E±,x E±,y E±,z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= −
iǫ0
2ω
[E∗±,yE±,z − E±,yE
∗
±,z,−E
∗
±,xE±,z + E±,xE
∗
±,z, E
∗
±,xE±,y − E±,xE
∗
±,y]
T
(4.5)
Here, E∗ is the complex conjugate of E . As we have an E±,z component, we get
a transverse spin component SE
trans in the xy plane. As we can deduce from
Eq. 4.4, the transverse spin changes its sign when the propagation direction is
reversed. In Fig. 4.3, a simple example of total internal reflection at a dielectric
interface illustrates how transverse spin is formed.
4.4 Spin-direction Locking
The fact that the transverse spin in nanophotonic devices changes sign based on
the direction of light propagation leads to the so-called spin-direction locking. It
turns out that any waveguide mode has regions with evanescent field tails near
the edges of the waveguide, where this effect can be utilized.
In another example from [48], we consider an evanescent wave, propagating
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Figure 4.4: Each waveguide mode has evanescent field tails near the boundary
to the surrounding material. The evanescent field propagates along the waveguide
and decays in the perpendicular direction. To satisfy the transversality condition
E · k = 0, we get a longitudinal, pi/2 shifted Ez field component, causing the
electric field to rotate in the propagation plane and generating a transverse spin
component, which flips orientation if the mode switches its propagation direction.
Taken from [48].
at the edge of a waveguide along the z-axis, which is attenuated in the x-direction.
It can be described as a plane wave, k = kzz+iκx, where κ stands for attenuation.
From the transversality condition E · k = 0 we can again conclude that there is
a π/2 phase-shifted longitudinal Ez component, Ez = −i(
κ
kz
)Ex, resulting in
the rotation of electric field E in the propagation (xz) plane and generating
a transversal spin component. The conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. If
the mode is propagating in the opposite direction, the transversal spin flips its
sign. In other words, the transverse spin is ”locked” with the evanescent wave
propagation direction, hence the name spin-direction locking. This phenomenon
is connected also with the quantum spin-Hall effect for photons [50].
4.5 Unidirectional Coupling in Waveguides
Successful Demonstrations
Spin direction-locking has been successfully utilized to demonstrate a unidirec-
tional excitation of waveguide modes. Several groups have reached important
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milestones in this regard in the recent years, from using classical emitters in
dielectric waveguides [51] and photonic crystals [52] to employing well-defined
spin states in single quantum dots [53, 54] and manipulating surface plasmon
polaritons in metallic waveguides [55, 56]. All of the proposed techniques are fun-
damentally based on the same principle - incident light, which is usually circularly
polarized, is propagating perpendicularly to the waveguide and has the usual spin
angular momentum (SAM) which depends on the handedness and points in the
direction of propagation. Through a scatterer, which acts as a point-like circular
dipole source, this light is coupled to the evanescent tails of the waveguide mode.
The mode is excited in such a way that the SAM of the incident light and of the
evanescent field are parallel. This means the latter propagates in only one of both
possible directions, depending on the circular polarization of the incident light.
Figs. 4.5 (a, b) illustrate examples of unidirectional coupling to plasmonic and
dielectric waveguides.
Rectangular Si Waveguide
In order to gain a more thorough insight into how to achieve unidirectional cou-
pling, let us follow a simple example of a plain rectangular silicon waveguide as
presented in [57].
We assume the waveguide consists only of a silicon core which is surrounded
by air (n = 1). It has a rectangular cross-section with a width of 450 nm and
a height of 220 nm, with its axis pointing in the z-direction. The employed
wavelength λ = 1550 nm lies in the telecommunications bandwidth. We first
consider the fundamental TE-like mode, which has a significant Ex component.
As explained in section 4.3, in nanophotonic structures exhibiting strong light
confinement we also get a substantial longitudinal field component Ez due to
significant gradients of the transverse Ex and Ey components. The imaginary
component of Ez is displayed in Fig. 4.6 (a). The magnitude of Ez is comparable
to Ex and has a similar shape, while phase shifted by π/2 and antisymmetric with
regard to the x = 0 axis. Figs. 4.6 (b, c) are the plots of the ratio between the
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Figure 4.5: (a) Unidirectional coupling of incident light to surface plasmon modes
in a metallic waveguide. The right panel shows the dependency of the coupling to
the right or left direction on the polarization of the incident light, controlled by the
quarter wave plate orientation. We observe maxima when the light is purely left-
or right-hand circularly polarized. In (b) is an analogous case for an optical fiber
and conventional dielectic modes. In both cases the scatterer is a nanoparticle,
positioned on the waveguide. The images were taken from [48] (left side), [56] ((a)
right side) and [51]((b) right side).
longitudinal and transverse field components. There are regions where the longi-
tudinal Ez component has much higher values than the transversal counterparts.
This occurs near the waveguide-air interface, where there is a large index change
resulting in a large change (gradient) in the Ex component. As shown in Eq. 4.4,
a larger gradient means a higher value of the Ez component.
Spin-controlled unidirectional excitation of guided waveguide modes can
generally be achieved by placing a point dipole source with a dipole moment d in
the appropriate position. The power of light coupled into a given mode is propor-
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Figure 4.6: (a) Imaginary part of the longitudinal Ez component. Ez is compa-
rable in size to Ex, phase shifted by pi/2 and antisymmetric around the x = 0 axis.
(b) and (c) show the ratio between the imaginary part of the Ez component and
Ex or Ey components, respectively. The contours mark the region where the ratio
is equal to 1, meaning the field is locally circularly polarized. The values of electric
fields in the plot are normalized to the Ex value in the coordinate system origin.
Results and plots taken from [57].
tional to Icoupl ∝ |d
∗ ·E|2, which can be set to zero with the dipole polarization
and position [51]. The mode is therefore only excited in one direction, which can
be switched by flipping the dipole moment between d and d∗. In Figs. 4.6 (b, c),
the contours where the ratio between the longitudinal and transversal components
is 1 are outlined in black color. There, the electric field is circularly polarized in
the xz and yz planes, respectively. By placing a circularly polarized point dipole
in these regions, the fundamental mode will be excited in one or another direction
of the waveguide. Simulation results from [57] for the fundamental TE-like mode
show a good unidirectional coupling, see Figs. 4.7(b, c).
One problem, however, is that the excitation conditions are different for each
of the waveguide modes. If we think of the TM-like mode, its field components are
similar to those of the TE-like mode, only rotated by 90➦ around the z direction.
Consequently, the maps of field ratios are different so although we correctly place
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Figure 4.7: (a) Schematic of unidirectional coupling of waveguide modes by plac-
ing a circularly polarized dipole in the appropriate position. (b) and (c) show the
Ex component (TE-like mode) for the cases of using a dipole polarized in the xz
and yz plane, respectively. For the TE mode we get a good unidirectional cou-
pling, as opposed to the TM mode (d), which has completely different condition
for unidirectional excitaion. Results and plots taken from [57].
the dipole for a unidirectional excitation of the TE-like mode, the light is coupled
to the TM-like mode in both directions, (Fig. 4.7 (d)). This has to be taken into
account when dealing with spin-orbit coupling in multimode waveguides.
Chapter 5
Numerical Methods
The results presented in this thesis were obtained using the numerical simulation
tools COMSOL Multiphysics, Lumerical MODE Solutions and Lumerical FDTD
Solutions. In this chapter, the basic concepts of the underlining numerical algo-
rithms, namely the Finite Element Method (FEM), Finite Difference Eigenmode
(FDE) and Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) are explained.
5.1 Finite Element Method
The Finite Element Method is a widely employed numerical technique in var-
ious fields of science and engineering. The vast majority of physical processes
can be described using partial differential equations (PDEs), which often do not
have an analytical solution. In turn, an approximate solution can be computed
through numerical model equations [58]. In FEM, the simulation region is di-
vided into finite elements - smaller interconnected subregions. The method is
very appropriate for solving boundary value problems, which can be split into
equilibrium/steady-state/time-independent problems, eigenvalue problems and
transient problems.
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Figure 5.1: Examples of possible shapes of the finite elements: (a) linear segment
connecting two nodes (1D), (b) triangle (2D), (c) tetrahedron (3D).
5.1.1 Procedure
The FEM implementations follow a sequence of several steps (based on [59]):
Domain Discretization
The initial step is to divide the domain into discrete finite elements. Their type
and shape depends on the geometry of the simulated domain (for basic shapes see
Fig. 5.1). The most often used shapes, employed also by COMSOL, are triangles
and tetrahedrons in 2D and 3D, respectively. The chosen size of the elements
is connected to the solution convergence and results in the well-known trade-off
between accuracy and computation time. The location of nodes is crucial and
in complex geometries with several different materials, a non-uniform mesh is
required to accurately model discontinuities.
Interpolation Model Selection
The solution is approximated in each of the elements by using a simple interpola-
tion function, usually a polynomial. A higher order polynomial generally means a
more accurate approximation. We can illustrate the principle on a simple 1D case
from [58]. Let u be a function, dependent on variable x. It can be approximated
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Figure 5.2: Interpolation of function u (blue line) with a linear combination
approximation uh =
∑
i uiψi (red line).
by function uh ≈ u by a linear combination
uh =
∑
i
uiψi, (5.1)
where ui are the coefficients and ψi the basis functions. In our case, ψi is a linear
function with value 1 at its node and 0 at neighboring nodes. The interpolation
is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Realistic problems are much more complex, with higher
order interpolation functions and elements in 2D and 3D.
Element Characteristic Matrices and Load Vectors Derivation
Next, we need to transform the problem equations to a discrete formulation and
derive the characteristic matrices and vectors. There are several different ap-
proaches [59].
In the direct method, we isolate each element and derive the equations, e.g.
the forces and displacements on each of the nodes, and write them in a matrix
form [k]u = f , where [k] is the characteristic matrix.
In the variational approach, the problem is translated to a variational form, where
the task is to determine the function f(x) to find the maximum/minimum of the
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functional
I =
∫ x2
x1
F (x, f, fx, fxx, ...)dx, (5.2)
where x is the independent variable, fx =
df
dx
, fxx =
df2
d2x
, ... , are derivatives,
while I and F are functionals.
Using the weighted residual approach, the FEM equations are derived directly
from the problem’s differential equations. In this context, one can employ several
different techniques, e.g. the Galerkin Method [60] or Least Squares Method [61].
Element Equations Assembly
Once we have the element matrices and vectors, we need to connect them to form
the entire system. The first step is to transform the coordinates to a common,
global coordinate system. In the following assembly stage, boundary conditions
have to be taken into account and the values at nodes connecting several elements
must agree. We end up with a global system of equations.
Solution of Equations
In the final stage, the solution, i.e., the values of the physical quantities of interest
at each node are obtained, where the method used depends on the type of the
problem [59].
For equilibrium problems
[A]X = b (5.3)
with boundary conditions
[B]X = g, (5.4)
we can use e.g. Gaussian Elimination or the Choleski Method.
Eigenvalue problems
[A]X = λbX (5.5)
with boundary conditions
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[C]X = g (5.6)
can be solved with the Jacobi or Power Method, among others.
Transient problems
[A]
d2X
dt2
+ [B]
dX
dt
+ [C]X = F (X, t), t > 0 (5.7)
that adhere to boundary conditions
[D]X = g t ≥ 0 (5.8)
and initial conditions
X = X0, t = 0 (5.9a)
dX
dt
= Y0, t = 0 (5.9b)
can be tackled with Runge-Kutta Methods, Direct Integration Methods etc.
5.1.2 Mode Analysis with COMSOL
We can use COMSOL for mode analyses to numerically calculate the supported
waveguide modes and their properties, such as the effective refractive index neff.
After setting the geometrical parameters and material values and construct-
ing the cross-section of the NW structure, the software builds a triangular mesh,
which is finer at the edges of the structure and at interfaces of different materi-
als, see Fig. 5.3. The simulations use the Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency
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Figure 5.3: A detailed view of the auto-generated mesh in COMSOL. Near the
edges and vertices of the nanowire, the mesh is finer than in the surrounding regions.
Domain package [62]. The fundamental equations are
∇× µ−1r (∇×E)− k
2
0(εr −
iσ
ωε0
)E = 0, wave equation (5.10a)
λ = −iβ − δz, eigenvalue (5.10b)
E(x, y, z) = Eˆ(x, y)e−ikzz. electric field (5.10c)
Here, µr denotes the relative permeability, k0 the vacuum wavenumber, σ the
conductivity, ω the angular frequency, εr the relative permittivity, ε0 the vacuum
permittivity, β the propagation constant, δz the real part of the eigenvalue and
kz the z-component of the wave vector. We set zero initial values and apply
scattering boundary conditions
n× (∇×E)− ikn× (E × n) = −n× (E0 × (ik(n− kdir)))e
−ikkdir , (5.11)
where n is the normal vector, E0 the incident electric field (set to zero) and kdir
the incident wave direction. When the simulation is complete, we obtain results in
the form of field profiles of supported modes and their effective refractive indices.
An example is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: The solution to the eigenmode problem in COMSOL is the effective
refractive index neff and the mode field profiles. Here, an example of the electric
field norm |E| profile for the TE01 mode in a 200 nm radius NW.
5.2 Finite Differences Methods
The solvers developed by Lumerical Solutions Inc. are based on Finite Differences
Methods, namely the Finite Difference Eigenmode (FDE) to determine the sup-
ported modes, and Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) to solve Maxwell’s
equations in complex geometries in the time domain. They use a rectangular dis-
cretization scheme based on the one originally proposed by Yee [63], illustrated
in Fig. 5.5.
5.2.1 Finite Difference Eigenmode
The Finite Difference Eigenmode solver, embedded in Lumerical MODE Solu-
tions, solves Maxwell’s equations on a cross-section of the waveguide and calcu-
lates the spatial profiles of supported modes along with their effective index and
losses [64].
Its numerical algorithm is based on [65]. The method uses a 2D Yee mesh,
see Fig. 5.5(a). The fields are described as E(x, y)ei(βz−wt) and H(x, y)ei(βz−wt),
where β is the propagation constant and ω the angular frequency. We use
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Figure 5.5: (a) 2D Yee mesh over a curved dielectric interface. The magnetic
and electric fields are discretized over shifted rectangular grids. (b) The basic cells
of a 3D Yee mesh. The primary and secondary cell have a partial overlap, making
the leapfrog time-stepping scheme an algorithm to implement naturally.
Maxwell’s equations
∇ ·D = ρ (5.12a)
∇ ·B = 0 (5.12b)
∇×E = −
∂B
∂t
(5.12c)
∇×H = J +
∂D
∂t
(5.12d)
where D denotes the electric displacement, ρ the charge density, B the magnetic
field, E the electric field,H the magnetic field strength and J the current density.
Assuming free space, the charge and current densities ρ and J are zero, so 5.12a
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and 5.12d are further simplified. We can rewrite the equations component-wise:
iωµ0Hx =
∂Ez
∂y
− iβEy (5.13a)
iωµ0Hy = iβEx −
∂Ez
∂x
(5.13b)
iωµ0Hz =
∂Ey
∂x
−
∂Ex
∂y
(5.13c)
−iωε0εrEx =
∂Hz
∂y
− iβHy (5.14a)
−iωε0εrEy = iβHx −
∂Hz
∂x
(5.14b)
−iωε0εrEz =
∂Hy
∂x
−
∂Hx
∂y
(5.14c)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability and ε0 and εr the vacuum and relative
permittivities, respectively.
In this form, the equations can easily be adapted to the Yee grid by replacing
continuum fields with values at discrete points, e.g. Hx(x, y) → Hx(i, j), where
(i, j) is a point on the grid. The spatial derivatives are rewritten as a difference
between the field values of two neighboring vertices, e.g. ∂Ez
∂y
→ Ez(i,j+1)−Ez(i,j)
∆y
.
The discrete equations can be translated into matrix form
iωµ0


Hx
Hy
Hz

 =


0 −iβI Uy
iβI 0 −Ux
−Uy Ux 0




Ex
Ey
Ez

 (5.15)
− iωε0


εrx 0 0
0 εry 0
0 0 εrz




Ex
Ey
Ez

 =


0 −iβI Vy
iβI 0 −Vx
−Vy Vx 0




Hx
Hy
Hz

 (5.16)
Here, I is an identity matrix, εrx, εry and εrz are matrices of the average refrac-
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tive index of neighboring cells and Ux, Uy, Vx and Vy are matrices with element
values of -1, 0 or 1, depending on boundary conditions. For example, there are
two non-zero diagonals with values ±1 when zero boundary conditions apply.
After some rearrangements, the final formulation leads to an eigenvalue
problem 
Pxx Pxy
Pyx Pyy



Ex
Ey

 = β2

Ex
Ey

 (5.17)
Pxx,Pxy, ... include the elements from 5.15 and 5.16. After solving the eigenvalue
problem with one of the known methods, we obtain the mode fields and effective
indices neff =
β
k0
, where k0 =
2pi
λ
is the vacuum wavenumber. An equivalent
problem formulation with transverse magnetic components is also possible.
5.2.2 Finite-Difference Time-Domain
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) is a simple yet powerful state-of-the-
art method for solving Maxwell’s equations in the time domain for complex 3D
geometries and arbitrary materials.
5.2.2.1 Basic Algorithm
The original algorithm proposed by Yee in 1966 [63] employs second-order central
difference approximations of spatial and temporal derivatives of Maxwell’s curl
equations. It can be summarized as a sequence of the following steps [66]:
1. Replace derivatives in Maxwell’s equations with finite differences and dis-
cretize time and space.
2. Obtain the update equations that determine the future field values from the
known, past fields.
3. Evaluate the magnetic field one time-step in the future.
4. Evaluate the electric field one time-step in the future.
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5. Repeat previous two steps until the desired time is reached.
The discretization is similar to the one used in FDE (see Section 5.2.1), but now
we do not assume a ∝ ei(βz−ωt) field dependence. Eqs. 5.13 and 5.14 therefore
take a more general form [67]:
iωµ0Hx =
∂Ez
∂y
− iβEy −→ µ
∂Hx
∂t
=
∂Ey
∂z
−
∂Ez
∂y
(5.18a)
...
−iωε0εrEz =
∂Hy
∂x
−
∂Hx
∂y
−→ ε
∂Ez
∂t
=
∂Hy
∂x
−
∂Hx
∂y
(5.18b)
The discretization is done over a 3D Yee mesh, composed of overlapping
primary and secondary cells, see Fig. 5.5b. Temporal and spatial derivatives are
replaced by their discrete counterparts, e.g. Eq. 5.18a is transformed into
µ
(
Hn+1x
i,j+1
2
,k+1
2
−Hnx
i,j+1
2
,k+1
2
∆t
)
=
(
E
n+ 1
2
y
i,j+1
2
,k+1
− E
n+ 1
2
y
i,j+1
2
,k
∆z
)
−
(
E
n+ 1
2
z
i,j+1,k+1
2
− E
n+ 1
2
z
i,j,k+1
2
∆y
)
(5.19)
Here, n is the nth time-step, x, y, z denote the field components, i, j, k are the
spatial coordinates and ∆t, ∆z, ∆y the time and spatial steps. After discretizing
all the Eqs. from 5.18, we rearrange them to obtain the update equations, suitable
for a time-stepping scheme. For example, Eq. 5.19 is rewritten to
Hn+1x
i,j+1
2
,k+1
2
= (5.20)
Hnx
i,j+1
2
,k+1
2
+
∆t
µ
[(
E
n+ 1
2
y
i,j+1
2
,k+1
− E
n+ 1
2
y
i,j+1
2
,k
∆z
)
−
(
E
n+ 1
2
z
i,j+1,k+1
2
− E
n+ 1
2
z
i,j,k+1
2
∆y
)]
We assume that E
n+ 1
2
y , E
n+ 1
2
y and Hnx are known, as the magnetic and electric
fields are updated alternatively, in ”half-steps” - Hn+1 is determined by using
En+
1
2 values which were obtained from Hn, all the way down to n = 0 and initial
field values, which are known (initial conditions). This recursive update scheme
is also known as the leapfrog time-update algorithm.
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Figure 5.6: (a) A perfect electrical conductor is accounted for by reducing the
contour integral, including only the region outside. (b) In case of dielectric inter-
faces, each component in the cell is given an effective permittivity, scaled by its
ratio within the cell. Figures taken from [68].
5.2.2.2 FDTD with Lumerical
The scheme presented in the previous section is valid for electromagnetic fields in
linear, isotropic, lossless media. Modern simulation packages, such as Lumerical
FDTD Solutions, build on top of the original algorithm by implementing several
sophisticated techniques to model arbitrary materials and improve the simulations
in terms of accuracy and computation time.
One obvious improvement is using a non-uniform mesh, which can be refined
where necessary, e.g. in high index or highly absorbing materials. The Cartesian
mesh still has its drawbacks, as the inability to account for variations within
a single Yee cell results in a staircase permittivity mesh. Lumerical mitigates
this weakness by using Conformal Mesh Technology (CMT) to account for sub-
cell features [68]. The general approach of conformal mesh methods is to solve
Maxwell’s equations at interfaces of different structures in the integral form. For
example, Yu-Mittra methods are useful when modeling curved perfect electric
conductor (PEC) or dielectric surfaces, see Fig. 5.6. Lumerical’s CMT is an
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extension of such methods, providing a greater accuracy for a coarse mesh to
reduce simulation times by a factor of around 10, and achieving a faster and
smoother convergence.
As FDTD is a time-domain method, a single simulation can provide broad-
band results. However, this is only an advantage if we can accurately model
materials over a broad frequency range. In contrast to conventional dispersion
models, such as Drude, Debye or Lorentz, Lumerical introduced multi-coefficient
materials (MCMs), offering a better fit to dispersion characteristics of real ma-
terials, which are often hard to describe with the aforementioned models [69].
The simulation environment already comes with a material database including
experimental values of common materials used in photonics. A fit is automati-
cally generated, and for a better agreement several parameters can be tweaked.
Users can also import their own measured values or use one of the other possible
material types, such as a simple (n,k) material, a PEC or providing an analytical
expression [70].
The Use of FEM, FDE and FDTD
Each of the numerical methods presented in this Chapter has its own strengths
and weaknesses. The main advantage of FEM with respect to Finite Differences
Methods is its adaptable mesh. In the thesis, FEM is employed in solving the
eigenmode problem and determening the effective refractive indices neff, as it pro-
vides a greater accuracy at a comparable number of mesh elements with respect to
FDE. The latter is also used for eigenmode analyses, to validate the FEM results
and to determine the mode field profiles. These can then be directly imported as
a source in the 3D FDTD simulations, which compute the time evolution of the
propagating fields and can thus be used to extract parameters like reflectivity or
coupling efficiency.
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Chapter 6
Simulation Results
After we reviewed the basics of lasers, waveguide modes, chiral optics and the
numerical methods employed by the utilized simulation tools, we can finally set
up the simulations to study our NW structures of interest prior to fabrication.
In the following sections, initial simulations of a standalone NW show the
dependence of supported modes on the NW radius. The reflectivity of the end
facet is computed at different NW radii and several structures on top of the
end facet are evaluated. In subsequent simulations of a NW on WG structure, we
study unidirectional coupling into the WG and investigate the influence of several
parameters, such as the NW and WG dimensions and the oxide thickness.
6.1 GaAs-AlGaAs Core-Shell NW Laser
6.1.1 Structure
The basic simulated structure is the GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NW, consisting of
a GaAs core (active region), followed by a 5 nm thick AlGaAs passivation layer
and protected by a 5 nm thick GaAs cap. The cross-section is a hexagon, as
that is the natural shape of the fabricated NWs which is connected to the crystal
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structure1. We are interested in the supported modes and end facet reflectivities
under different conditions. The used parameters that are mostly fixed are listed
in Table 6.1. The structure is illustrated again in Fig. 6.1 with the radius of the
NW marked red as the only variable parameter.
Name Symbol Value Unit
Temperature T 300 K
Wavelength λ 870 nm
Refractive Index GaAs n+ ik 3.627+i0.0216 -
Refractive Index AlGaAs n+ ik 3.48 -
AlGaAs Thickness dpass 5 nm
GaAs Cap Thickness dcap 5 nm
NW Length lNW 5 µm
Table 6.1: Simulation constants
???
????
???
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Figure 6.1: The basic GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NW simulation structure. The
thickness of the passivation and cap layer remain constant at 5 nm, while we sweep
the NW radius (marked in red) by changing the active region thickness. We define
the NW radius as the distance between the NW center and side facet.
1A more detailed explanation of the NW properties and the fabrication process can be found
in [25]
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6.1.2 Mode Analysis
We are first interested in the modes supported by the NW waveguide with respect
to a change of the NW radius. We expect to observe cut-off, when a certain
mode reaches a point where it no longer can propagate inside the waveguide.
The obtained results are the mode field profiles and effective refractive indices at
different radii. This analysis is crucial to understand how the modes of interest
change with the NW radius. It can also be useful in the context of identifying
the interesting range of NW radii, e.g. to find the radius for which we get single-
mode waveguiding. The results are obtained by solving the eigenmode problems
across the NW cross-section. We can use either Lumerical MODE Solutions
or COMSOL Multiphysics, as discussed in Chapter 5. The former is used to
determine the mode profiles which can be used directly as an injected light source
in FDTD simulations, while the latter provides greater accuracy at a given number
of degrees of freedom as it uses an adaptive non-uniform triangular mesh and was
thus utilized in the mode analysis.
The mode field profiles were already shown in Section 3.3 for the case of a
NW with radius 200 nm. Now, the influence of the NW size is investigated by
varying its radius from 50 to 300 nm and tracing the neff of some of the supported
modes, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The obtained values lie between the refractive
indices of the NW material (bulk GaAs) and the surrounding environment (air).
At larger NW radii, the neff values of the different modes increase. If we would
increase the NW radius even further, the effective indices of individual modes
would slowly stabilize at a value just below nGaAs. At smaller radii, the fraction
of the power propagating inside the waveguide for an individual mode is decreased
(the mode ”spreads out” and part of the field intensity is on the outside of the
NW). This happens as the respective mode approaches its cut-off point and the
neff experiences a steep decrease. Once the neff value drops below the refractive
index of the ambient material (in our case air, nair= 1), the mode is no longer
supported in the nanowire. This region is covered in red color in Fig. 6.2. The
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Figure 6.2: The neff dependency on NW radius for several modes. The dashed
lines mark the refractive indices of the NW material (bulk GaAs, n = 3.627 at
room temp.) and the surrounding environment (air, n=1). The red area below
marks the cut-off region - as an individual mode reaches this zone at decreasing
radius, it is no longer supported by the NW.
cut-off point appears at different NW radii for different mode types. This is,
however, not the case for degenerated modes. As we explained in Section 3.3,
the hexagonal symmetry of the nanowire gives rise to degenerated a and b modes.
They share the radial and azimuthal symmetry properties, but are rotated around
the z axis by a 90➦ geometrical angle (see also Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5). For lower
order modes, such as HE11a/HE11b and HE21a/HE21b, these a and b degenerated
modes are essentially the same mode, rotated by 90➦. As a consequence, they also
share the same neff values and dependency on NW radius. This can be seen in Fig.
6.2, where the neff of the HE11a and HE11b modes show an overlap. In higher
order modes, e.g. HE31a/HE31b, the neff of the a and b modes differ slightly,
as there is a larger difference between the field ratio propagating inside the NW
body for these modes (see Fig. 3.5).
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6.1.3 End Facet Reflectivity
Next, we study the reflectivity of the NW end facet. We define it as a power
ratio between the reflected and incident light propagating in the observed mode
of the investigated structure, Prefl
Pinc
∣∣∣
NW mode
. In the simulated structures in later
sections, the NW is standing vertically on a waveguide while the upper end facet is
facing air. Here, we first investigate the influence of the NW radius and different
end facet configurations on the reflectivity of the upper facet by using Lumerical
FDTD Solutions. Designing a structure with a high reflectivity is one of the
crucial factors in achieving low-threshold lasing (see also Eq. 2.4). This ensures
a low power consumption, which is an important metric for integrated devices.
When simulating 3D NW structures, we select one of the supported modes
(determined by performing an FDE simulation in the cross-section of the NW)
to inject a so-called mode source inside the NW. The injected light in the form
of a broadband pulse then propagates along the NW axis. We can investigate
arbitrary regions of the simulation domain by placing different monitors. Mode
expansion monitors use overlap analysis to determine the forward/backward prop-
agating fields in terms of a linear combination of individual supported modes, as
they form a complete basis set [71]. Frequency-domain field monitors are helpful
in determining the electromagnetic field profiles and transmitted/reflected power
over a cross-section at a chosen location. The end facet reflectivity can be de-
termined by placing such a monitor behind the injected source and recording the
field passing through its surface. We norm the integrated power to the injected
power to get the amount of light, back-reflected from the end facet and hence
determine the reflectivity. When dealing with lossy media (imaginary part in the
refractive index), we also need to account for absorption as the light propagates
along the NW. To obtain the correct value of end facet reflectivity, we renorm the
recorded value in terms of back-propagating the wave, i.e., by using the relation
describing power ratios in an absorbing material
P (z) = P (z0)e
−αz, (6.1)
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where the absorption coefficient α can be obtained from k, the imaginary part of
the effective refractive index of the propagating mode:
α =
4πk
λ
(6.2)
Air Facet
We start with the simplest case of observing the reflectivity for a flat top facet
with no additional layers. In the previous subsection we have shown that the
mode profiles and their effective refractive indices neff depend on the NW radius.
As we also expect the reflectivity values to be dependent on the NW dimensions,
we compute the reflecivity for a range of NW radii as well.
The simulation results of the reflectivity dependency on NW radius is vi-
sualised in Fig. 6.3. The cut-off points (NW radii) for individual modes were
obtained from the mode analysis study (see Fig. 6.2) and are marked here with
dashed lines. The reflectivity of individual modes reduces drastically near their
respective cut-off point, as the mode is no longer guided in the NW. At large NW
radii, the reflectivities do not change significantly. For the HE11, HE21 and HE31
modes, we observe peaks near the cut-off region, which may seem unexpected.
However, by increasing the NW radius, higher order modes start appearing. Af-
ter reflection, light is partly scattered also into some of these modes, mostly into
those with a similar radial and azimuthal symmetry. For example, the HE11
mode scatters partially also into the EH11 mode, hence reducing the reflectivity
in the observed mode. For degenerate HE11a and HE11b modes, we see an almost
identical reflectivity dependence. This is again due to the fact that for lower order
modes, the a and b modes are essentially the same mode, rotated by 90➦.
We have shown that for the case of degenerated modes, the mode field
profiles, neff and reflectivities are very similar - in subsequent results we omit the
a and b indices and work with a modes unless stated otherwise.
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Figure 6.3: The reflectivity dependency on NW radius for some of the supported
modes.
Gold Mirror
To enhance the top facet reflectivity, we can add a structure acting as a mirror on
top of the end facet. A simple idea is the addition of a metal layer which should
provide a better reflection than the plain end facet. The modified structure is
illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
???
Figure 6.4: The addition of a gold layer on top of the NW end facet in an
attempt to improve the reflectivity. The gold layer thickness is varied to find a
possible optimum end facet reflectivity.
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Figure 6.5: The end facet reflectivity of a gold covered nanowire end facet prop-
agating the fundamental HE11 mode. With increasing Au layer thickness a satu-
ration in the reflectivity is observed. The reflectivity can be increased from around
40% up to 90%.
We study the case for a gold layer of variable thickness on top of a 200 nm
radius NW for the fundamental HE11 mode. The results are presented in Fig.
6.5. The reflectivity first increases with the gold mirror thickness increase and
saturates for large thicknesses (at around 60 nm and more). There is a simple
reasoning behind - when the metal layer is too thin, some of the light can still
make it to the other side of the end facet/metal/air interface and radiate in the
environment. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 with FDTD simulation snapshots of
the electric field amplitude |E| at the moment of reflection for different metal
layer thicknesses. In (a) and (b) we see that without a mirror or with a 30 nm
thick metal layer, some of the light propagates beyond the end facet and radiates
in the environment. In (c), a 60 nm thick metal layer in is enough to reflect the
light completely, but we still only get a reflectivity of around 90%. Some of the
remaining 10% is lost through absorption in the metal layer during reflection, and
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Figure 6.6: Snapshot of the fundamental HE11 electric field intensity profile at a
xz cut through the NW at the reflection moment for three different cases: (a) no
metal layer, (b) 30 nm thick and (c) 60 nm thick gold layer.
a small portion of the reflected light is scattered into higher order modes.
Gold and Dielectric Layer Stack
Sometimes, an oxide layer is required between the metal and the nanowire (e.g.,
as an insulating layer in case of metal contacting). We therefore consider the case
of a SiO2 oxide/gold layer stack, placed on top of the NW end facet, see Fig. 6.7.
??
?????????
??????
Figure 6.7: An oxide layer is required for the NW growth procedure in some
cases. Here, an oxide/gold layer stack is placed on top of the NW end facet. The
thickness of the oxide layer is varied in the simulation.
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Figure 6.8: The reflectivity dependence on the SiO2 layer thickness. The dielectric
layer is sandwiched between the NW end facet and a gold layer. The general trend
of reduced reflectivity with increased dielectric layer thickness is accompanied by
local extrema due to interference effects.
In our reflectivity study, we vary the thickness of the SiO2 layer. The gold
layer thickness is set to 80 nm, well in the region where the mirror reflectivity
already saturates (see also Fig. 6.5). As can be seen in the simulation results Fig.
6.8, the reflectivity has the largest value when the NW is placed directly on top of
the gold mirror, i.e., without an oxide layer. After introducing an oxide layer and
increasing its thickness, the reflectivity follows a descending trend, which can be
associated with a part of the light propagating away and decaying at the SiO2/air
interface. The reflectivity also experiences local maxima and minima at larger
thicknesses. With two different layers beneath the NW end facet, light is now
reflected at two regions - at the NW end facet/oxide interface and the oxide/metal
interface. The back reflected light is a sum of those waves. The local maxima
and minima can be explained by constructive and destructive interference. In
order to get a constructive interference, the waves reflected off both interfaces
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need to be in phase, also known as the phase matching condition. By varying the
SiO2 layer thickness we change the optical path length of the wave reflected from
the SiO2/Au interface. For constructive interference, the path length l needs to
satisfy the condition: l = uλ, where u ∈ N and λ = λ0/nSiO2 , nSiO2 = 1.45. In
our case, l = 2dSiO2 . The distance between a minimum and a maximum
∆
2
would
then equal ∆
2
= λ0
4nSiO2
⋍ 140 nm. In Fig. 6.8 we can recognize a local minimum
at around 320 nm and a local maximum at around 460 nm SiO2 thickness, which
is a thickness difference of 140 nm.
6.2 Nanowire on a Si Ridge Waveguide
We continue with a more complex structure consisting of a nanowire positioned
vertically on top of a Si waveguide. While the coupling of light from the NW to the
waveguide has been investigated and successfully demonstrated in our group [29],
we use this scheme to exploit chiral effects and elucidate unidirectional coupling
of light into the waveguide.
6.2.1 Structure
The structure of the NW remains unchanged from the previous studies, but now it
is positioned vertically on a Si waveguide on top of a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI)
platform. The NW dimensions remain the same as in Table 6.1, while we use
material values for a temperature of 10K to make the results more comparable
to the lab environment (this temperature is used in measurements, as lasing is
achieved more easily). The values are in Table 6.2.
The Si waveguide is covered by another SiO2 layer, which plays a dual role:
❼ it enables a site-selective integration of NWs on top of the Si waveguide and
❼ increases the modal reflection at the waveguide interface by providing a
higher index contrast than the minuscule refractive index difference of GaAs
and Si.
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Name Symbol Value Unit
Temperature T 10 K
Wavelength λ 820 nm
Refractive Index GaAs n+ ik 3.25 -
Refractive Index AlGaAs n+ ik 3.17 -
Refractive Index Si n+ ik 3.634+i0.003 -
Refractive Index SiO2 n+ ik 1.452 -
Subst. Thick. SiO2 dsub, SiO2 1 µm
Table 6.2: Additional simulation constants
In our simulations we investigate the influence of several parameters: the di-
mensions of the NW, waveguide and top oxide, the position of the NW on the
waveguide and the shape and polarization of the propagating fields. The simu-
lated structure is illustrated in Fig. 6.9.
Unidirectional Coupling with NWs
In the example in Section 4.5 we showed that unidirectional coupling to Si wave-
guides can be easily accomplished by placing a circularly (or, more generally,
eliptically) polarized dipole source in the appropriate position. To achieve a com-
parable effect with a NW on top of a waveguide, we need to fulfill the following
criteria:
❼ Have a circularly/elliptically polarized wave propagating along the NW
❼ Use a waveguide of appropriate, i.e., sub-wavelength dimensions with evanes-
cent field regions
❼ Place the NW in an optimal position to achieve good unidirectional coupling
Circular Polarization in NWs
As we have discussed in the Chapter 3, the NW supports several optical modes.
By itself, one of these NW modes cannot be simply utilized for the excitation of
waveguide modes via spin-orbit coupling, as it does not carry any spin angular
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Figure 6.9: The simulated structure, a GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NW laser inte-
grated on a Si waveguide on a Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) platform. The xz-view
(bottom left) shows the cross section of the structure. The substrate is made from
a silicon and a SiO2 layer. On top, a silicon waveguide is positioned. Another SiO2
oxide layer on top of the waveguide enables site-selective growth by etching holes
in the oxide, where the NW core starts it growth. Its second role is to provide
improved reflectivities at the interface between the waveguide and NW facilitated
by the high index contrast between SiO2 and GaAs. xy and yz views illustrate a
possible asymmetric positioning of the NW on the waveguide. A 3D perspective
is also shown (the top oxide is transparent for better visibility of the waveguide).
The geometrical parameters that are varied in the simulations are marked: NWrad
- NW radius, Oxheight - top oxide height, WGheight - Si waveguide height, WGwidth
- waveguide width, NWoff - NW off-center position.
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Figure 6.10: Electric field intensity profiles |E|2 of the HE11a, pi/2 phase shifted
HE11b mode and their sum. For the case of HE11 modes, the result of mode mixing
is more evident when observing individual field components, e.g. Ez in Fig. 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: Profiles of the absolute value of the electric field z component |Ez|
of the HE11a, pi/2 phase shifted HE11b mode and their sum.
momentum (SAM). This is a property of circularly/eliptically polarized waves.
However, one can construct a circularly polarized wave by mixing two modes.
In the following we show that due to the NW geometry, one can obtain pairs of
degenerate modes, e.g. HE11a and HE11b, which have a similar field intensity
profile shifted by a 90➦ angle around the NW axis. A combination of two such
modes with a phase shift of π/2 gives us a circularly polarized wave, as illustrated
in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. This way we get a SAM vector component along the NW
axis (Sz), see Fig. 6.12a. In contrast to an ideal point source, the SAM also has Sx
and Sy components, which are generally smaller than the desired Sz component.
However, near the edges of the NW where Sz decreases, the other two components
become comparable. As a consequence, the SAM vector S = [Sx, Sy, Sz]
T points
in a different direction, see Figs. 6.12 (b,c).
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Figure 6.12: (a) The Sz SAM component of the HE11a and pi/2 phase shifted
HE11b combination, normalized to 1. Sz has a maximum absolute value in the
center of the NW and decreases towards the edges. (b) The angle between the z
axis and the SAM vector S = [Sx, Sy, Sz]
T . Only in the center S points along the
NW axis. (c) The S vector, projected on the xy plane. In the off-center locations,
it points slightly towards the center of the NW axis.
Waveguide Eigenmode Analysis
Next, we perform an eigenmode analysis of the waveguide to study the field
profiles and ratios between individual components. We follow a similar procedure
as the one described in the Si waveguide example. Eigenmode solutions, i.e., the
electric field components of the fundamental mode for an exemplary case of a Si
waveguide with dimensions 280 nm×70 nm are shown in Fig. 6.13. We can then
map the ratio between individual field components, e.g., Im(Ex)/Re(Ey) in Fig.
6.14, to identify the positions where the placement of a NW supporting circularly
polarized waves should result in a unidirectional excitation.
Finding the optimal parameters
In this configuration, we are mainly interested in optimizing the following prop-
erties of our structure:
❼ A large unidirectionality, so that light couples mostly into one direction
❼ A significant amount of light coupling into one of the directions (a high
directionality would hardly be useful if only a negligible fraction of light
intensity is coupled into the waveguide)
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Figure 6.13: The electric field components of the fundamental mode in a simple
Si waveguide with dimensions 280×70 nm. The dashed line marks the edges of the
waveguide. A strong gradient in the transversal |Ey| component near the waveguide
walls gives rise to a longitudinal |Ex| component of comparable magnitude. The
|Ez| component is negligible, except for small regions near the waveguide edges.
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Figure 6.14: Map of Im(Ex)/Re(Ey), the ratio of the imaginary part of the
transversal and longitudinal electric field components. Locations where the value
is ±1 is outlined with a solid line - areas near these locations are interesting in
the context of spin-orbit coupling. The left inset shows a narrower region with
an adapted color scale to showcase the behaviour of the ratio near the waveguide
walls. The waveguide edges are marked with a dashed line.
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❼ A high reflectivity at the NW-WG interface to ensure low-threshold lasing
of the NW
In an attempt to approach an optimum, we study the influence of different pa-
rameters, as illustrated already in Fig. 6.9. Our goal of finding an optimum
structure which exhibits unidirectional coupling can be approached by sweeping
through several parameters. This is a challenging task, as the parameter space is
very large, which is common for multidimensional optimization problems.
In the following subsections, the simulation results of parameter sweeps
are presented and discussed. Our initial test structure is a NW with a radius
of 120 nm positioned on a rectangular Si waveguide with a width of 280 nm
and a height of 70 nm. The initial dimensions were chosen based on eigenmode
analyses. The NW radius is set to be small, near the cut-off of the HE11 mode,
considering that most other studies [51, 57] employed a point-like dipole source.
The waveguide dimensions are set to strongly support only its fundamental mode,
as our unidirectional coupling efforts are aimed at a single mode excitation. The
injected light source is a combination of π/2 phase shifted HE11a and HE11b
modes to form a circularly polarized propagating wave.
6.2.2 Nanowire Position Offset
Based on the examples we discussed in Chapter 4 we expect a strong dependency
on the NW position. Therefore we first keep our initial NW and waveguide
structure and compute a sweep of the NW offsets from the center position. In
the simulations, we are interested in several properties:
❼ the unidirectional coupling ratio
Ppref
Psupp
∣∣∣
1stWG mode
, defined as a power
ratio between the light coupled to the preferred waveguide direction and
light coupled to the suppressed direction, both into the fundamental wave-
guide mode
❼ the coupling efficiency
P
coup,1stWG mode
Pinj, NW
, i.e., the amount of light coupled
into the fundamental waveguide mode, expressed as a fraction of the power
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injected from the NW
❼ the reflectivity back into the NW Prefl
Pinc
∣∣∣
NW mode
, defined as a ratio of
the reflected and incident light of the observed NW mode (combination) at
the nanowire/waveguide interface
When evaluating the coupling ratio and efficiency, we are only considering the
fundamental waveguide mode. As explained in Section 6.2.1, the unidirectional
coupling conditions are different for each mode. For our initial waveguide struc-
ture we chose a geometry where only the fundamental mode can propagate.
In Fig. 6.15(a), the unidirectional coupling ratio at different NW offsets is
plotted. For our choice of incident polarization handedness and waveguide side,
the preferred coupling direction for light is into the ”right” waveguide direction
(i.e., in the positive x direction, see Fig. 6.9). As expected, at a central position,
the coupling ratio between the left and right direction equals 1, i.e., an equal
amount of light is coupled in opposite directions of the waveguide. By moving
the NW position towards the edge of the waveguide, the symmetry is broken
and therefore the coupling ratio to the different directions begins to increase. It
reaches a peak value of ∼200 at a 115 nm offset position. In Fig. 6.15(b), the
coupling efficiency into the left and right direction are shown separately. In the
preferred right direction, the maximum coupling of around 9.5% is reached at an
85 nm offset - at a different position than the ratio maximum. The behaviour of
the coupling ratio and its peak position are not dominated by the coupling in the
preferred direction, but are mainly influenced by the suppressed coupling to the
opposite direction. In the inset displaying the amount of coupled light into the
left direction on a logarithmic scale, one can see the inverse shape to the coupling
ratio, reaching a minimum at the position of the maximum coupling ratio. To
get a better picture of the differences between omni- and unidirectional coupling,
we look at the field profiles from different perspectives. Snapshots from FDTD
simuations displaying the electric field intensities for the cases of a central NW
position and the optimal NW offset are shown in Fig. 6.16(a, b) in the yz, xy
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Figure 6.15: Simulation results for a sweep of the NW offset from the center
position on the waveguide. (a) plots the ratio of the light, coupled in the right
versus left direction, reaching a peak value of almost 200. (b) shows the propor-
tion of injected light coupled into the individual direction. The inset displays the
coupling into the left direction on a log scale. (c) and (d) plot the reflectivity
versus NW offset for the mixed HE11(a+b) mode and for the individual HE11a and
HE11b contributions.
and xz plane cuts at consecutive moments in time. The 3D structure with the
used plane cuts is illustrated in Fig. 6.16(c). One can see that we get a perfectly
symmetric coupling in the case of a central NW position (a), while at an offset,
the majority of light couples into the preferred right direction (b).
In Fig. 6.15(c), the reflectivity of the mixed mode HE11(a+b) is plotted
versus offset. Its maximum value of around 27% is reached at a 55 nm offset.
Fig. 6.15(d) splits the reflectivity into contributions of the HE11a and HE11b
mode. While the reflectivities of both contributions are equal at the center posi-
tion, they experience a different dependence on NW offset. As the NW is shifted
towards the edge of the waveguide, the latter starts to play a role in the reflec-
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Figure 6.16: Snapshots of the electric field intensity for a NW with a radius of
120 nm placed on a 280 nm × 70 nm Si waveguide for (a) a central NW position
and (b) an offset of 115 nm. From top to bottom, the time frames show the fields
in yz, xy and xz plane cuts at consecutive time moments. The propagation inside
the waveguide is symmetric for the central position (left side) and asymmetrical
with a strong preferrence to one direction for the offset case (right side). In (c) is
a 3D schematic of the NW on waveguide structure, showing the plane cuts used to
produce the snapshots.
tivity of the individual modes. A region of the NW ”hangs” over the waveguide
edge, so the light propagating along the NW partially faces a nanowire/waveguide
interface, while the outside part faces an interface with air, which introduces a
greater refractive index contrast. The light reflected back into the nanowire is now
a combination of waves reflected from the nanowire/waveguide, waveguide/sub-
strate and nanowire/air interface. We assume that this interplay of interference
of several waves induces a difference in the reflectivities of the a and b modes.
The rotation of the NW starts to play a role in the reflectivity of the HE11a and
HE11b mode as well, as the NW’s orientation determines the modes’ orientation
with respect to the waveguide and consequently the ratio of the mode power over
the waveguide edge.
The results indicate that the NW offset affects the (unidirectional) coupling
into the waveguide significantly. Even a small change in the offset of a few tens
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of nanometers can change the directional ratio by orders of magnitude. The
other properties of interest, namely the coupling efficiency and the reflectivity, do
not show such an extreme sensitivity to the offset position. One must therefore
initially aim at an offset with the optimal coupling ratio, as it shouldn’t degrade
the coupling efficiency and reflectivity significantly. As the coupling ratio is so
sensitive to the NW offset, we need to use a range of different offsets when studying
the influences of other parameters in the following subsections.
A Semi-Analytical Coupling Approximation
It is also important to note that the offset where the coupling ratio is highest is
not at 95 nm - the position suggested by an eigenmode analysis of the waveguide.
As explained in Sec. 4.5, this is the point where the ratio of the longitudinal and
transverse electric field components of the fundamental waveguide mode equals
one, i.e., |Ex|
|Ey |
∣∣∣
WG
= 1. In this position, the evanescent electric field of the wave-
guide is circularly polarized and acquires a transverse spin component, oriented
in the z-direction. This results in the best alignment with the SAM vector of the
incident circularly polarized light, which is also oriented in the z-direction. In the
studies completed by most other groups [51, 57], point-like sources were utilized,
where the optimal point indeed is the one defined by unity ratio between the
transversal and longitudinal field components. However, our NW with a diam-
eter of a few hundred nanometers means that the spin-orbit coupling no longer
depends on the spin alignment of the incident light and evanescent waveguide
mode at one single point. Instead, it is the result of a collective contribution
of overlapping spins over a larger region. We argue that the amount of coupled
light is proportional to the product of the transverse spin and the SAM vector
and to their enclosing angle. One can test such a dependency with the following
procedure:
❼ Compute the field profiles of the fundamental waveguide mode and of the
NW mixed (a+b) mode by solving the eigenmode problem.
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Figure 6.17: The Sz component of the spin vector S of (a) the NW in the xy
plane and of (b) the waveguide in the yz plane. The dotted line marks the edges
of the waveguide, while the white line is the region where we calculate the spin
overlap between the NW and waveguide in the xy plane. The waveguide spin map,
extended into the xy plane, is shown in Fig. 6.18.
❼ Determine the corresponding spin vectors by using the relation
S = − iε0
2ω
E∗ ×E (see also Eq. 4.5).
❼ Integrate the dot product of spin vectors in the overlapping region∫∫∫
SNW (x, y, z) · SWG(x, y, z) dx dy dz.
Since we have a discrete mesh, the integral in the final step turns into a sum
across all the relevant grid points:
I∑
i=1
J∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
SNW (i, j, k) · SWG(i, j, k) (6.3)
In a first approximation, we only consider the contribution across the nanowire-
waveguide interface surface in the xy plane (K → 1 in Eq. 6.3). A problem we
face is that the field profiles and spin maps for the NW and waveguide modes are
calculated in xy and yz planes, respectively (see Fig. 6.17). The waveguide spin
map is constructed by ”extending” the values along a line in the yz plane into a
surface in the xy plane as shown in Fig. 6.18, which is another approximation.
Nevertheless, we run this scheme for different NW offsets and normalize the values
to the FDTD simulation results, see Fig. 6.19. The spin dot product sum can
be used to roughly estimate the amount of light coupled into both directions of
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Figure 6.18: A map of the waveguide’s Sz spin component in the xy plane,
obtained by extending the spin values from a line along the y axis to a surface in
the xy plane. The dotted lines mark the edges of the waveguide while the white line
outlines the NW, placed on top of the waveguide. The spin overlap at different NW
offsets can be calculated by summing the dot product at individual coordinates.
the waveguide. The semi-analytical results follow the trend of the simulation
results, but cannot accurately predict the position and magnitude of the ratio
between the coupling into both directions. As already mentioned, the directional
coupling ratio is dominated by the coupling to the suppressed left direction. Even
a small deviation between the semi-analytical result and the result of a full FDTD
simulation means a large relative error and consequently a large difference in the
obtained coupling ratio and the offset where a peak ratio is observed. In the
FDTD simulation results, for example, we obtain a dip at 115 nm for the coupling
into the left direction. This is not predicted by the semi-analytical scheme, yet
it is the point determining the maximum coupling ratio and the corresponding
optimal offset. This shows that full 3D FDTD simulations cannot be replaced by
this simplified scheme. However, one can still employ this and similar methods
to narrow down the range of values of interest for the offset position, reducing
the number of FDTD simulation necessary to approach an optimum offset. The
described approach requires a single MODE simulation of the NW and waveguide
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of the FDTD Simulation results for the amount of cou-
pled light in both directions (straight lines) and the normalized spin dot products
sum (dashed lines, see Eq. 6.3). The sum follows the trend of the simulation re-
sults, but does not provide a good estimation of the coupling ratio as it fails to
model the minimum in the left direction, which is the main factor in determining
the maximum ratio position and magnitude.
structure which takes a few minutes. We can then calculate the spin overlap for
a range of different offset values in a matter of seconds. In comparison, a full
FDTD simulation for a single offset point takes around an hour.
6.2.3 Nanowire Radius
After discussing the importance of the NW offset, we can investigate the prop-
erties of individual components of our structure. The NW acts as a source of
incident light and in this context, the most interesting variable is its size, i.e., its
radius. This geometrical parameter directly influences the neff, the field shape and
propagation properties of the supported NW mode(s). At smaller NW radii, only
a few modes are guided (approaching the cut-off region), whereas increasing the
NW size gives rise to higher order modes, as shown in Fig. 6.2. We are interested
in the reflectivity dependence on the NW radius. As the NW offset plays a major
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role, one needs to consider several NW positions for each value of the radius.
Based on results for the reflectivity at the air facet in Sec. 6.1.3, we expect a
decrease in reflectivity for larger NW radii, as part of the light is scattered back
into higher order modes. In the smaller NW size range, the reflectivity decreases
drastically near the cut-off point (see also Fig. 6.3).
The above considerations are valid for a centrally positioned NW standing
on top of a waveguide wide enough for its edges not to play a role in the reflection
of light. In other words, when light is reflected from a uniform interface at
a certain z coordinate, i.e., at the nanowire/waveguide or waveguide/substrate
interface. Nevertheless, depending on the waveguide geometry and NW offset,
we expect there is a NW radius yielding maximum reflectivity in the chosen NW
mode.
The results of a NW offset sweep for NW radii between 80 and 200 nm are
shown in Fig. 6.20. To investigate only the effect of the NW radius on the whole
system, we fixed the waveguide dimensions to the ones of the initial structure
(280 nm × 70 nm). At a central NW position, the highest reflectivity is reached
for a NW of 160 nm radius. One would expect the reflectivity to be higher for a
smaller NW radius, e.g. the 120 nm radius NW, as larger radii result in a partial
scattering of light into higher order NW modes. However, due to the fact that the
WG dimensions are fixed, two further effects can influence the reflectivity. Firstly,
for larger NW radii, the part of the NW ”hanging” over the edge of the waveguide
can act as a source for the scattering of light into higher order modes, reducing
the reflectivity into the main lasing mode. Secondly, it cannot be excluded that
the fixed waveguide height leads to a phase matching condition only at a certain
NW radius, as the NW mode itself and its neff change with radius as well.
As shown, the waveguide edge plays a major role in the back reflection of
light. The choice of the optimal NW radius which yields a maximum reflectivity
is therefore unique for each waveguide geometry and NW offset.
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Figure 6.20: The effects of NW radius at different offset positions on the wave-
guide. The reflectivity at the nanowire-waveguide interface decreases with offset for
all the simulated radii and is generally higher for smaller NWs, as light is scattered
into higher order modes with larger NWs.
6.2.4 Waveguide Dimensions
After analyzing the influences of the NW’s geometry as the structure providing
the source of light, we focus on the other, receiving end - the waveguide - by
exploring the influence of its geometry on the coupling. While the shape of the
waveguide’s cross section remains rectangular, we vary its dimensions. The initial
structure remains the same as before: a 120 nm radius NW standing on top of a
280 nm × 70 nm rectangular Si waveguide.
Waveguide Height
We start by computing a sweep of the waveguide height between 40 nm and 90 nm
at different NW offsets, while the width of the waveguide is kept constant at 280
nm. In the simulated structure, the back reflected light is a sum of reflections from
the nanowire/waveguide and waveguide/substrate interfaces, where interference
plays a major role. By changing the waveguide height, we mainly change two pa-
rameters which both affect the optical path of light from the waveguide/substrate
interface back into the NW. A change in the height results in a change of the neff
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of the mode, while on the other hand, the distance between the nanowire/waveg-
uide and waveguide/substrate interface is also altered. A maximum reflectivity is
achieved when we have constructive interference. Here, we also need to take into
account that light waves experience a π phase shift when reflected form a higher
index material - in our case, this happens at the nanowire/waveguide interface.
For a phase matching of both waves, the wave reflected from the lower refractive
index substrate needs to accumulate a π + 2uπ phase shift, where u ∈ N. In a
rough estimation, for a maximum reflectivity, the optical path length l has to be
an odd number multiple of half the wavelength, l = (2u− 1)(λ/2), where u ∈ N
and λ = λ0/nSi. If we translate this into units of waveguide thickness, we get
dWG =
(2u−1)λ0
4nSi
. By setting u = 1 and using the values from Table 6.2, the first
maximum interference should appear at a waveguide thickness of around 55 nm.
As we see in Fig. 6.21(a), at zero offset point, the reflectivity initially goes
up with increasing waveguide height, reaching a maximum value of around 26%
at a height of 50 nm, then starts decreasing. The height of 50 nm exhibiting
a maximum reflectivity is close to the value of 55 nm predicted by the simple
analytical expression for constructive interference. A larger range of thicknesses
would show a sequence of increasing and decreasing reflectivities, exposing the
periodic nature of interference effects (similar as in one of the previous sections,
where we varied the thickness of a SiO2 layer on top of the NW end facet, see Fig.
6.8). As we shift the NW away from the center of the waveguide, the reflectivites
for individual heights first reach a maximum (between 0 nm and 80 nm offset),
followed by a minimum (e.g., at 90 nm height and 135 nm offset), then start to
increase again etc. Here, the edge of the waveguide starts to play a role - the part
of the NW ”hanging” over the edge of the waveguide is facing air, which intro-
duces a higher refractive index contrast compared to the Si waveguide, thus we
now have several contributing factors for a constructive/destructive interference
condition: besides the reflections at the nanowire/waveguide and waveguide/sub-
strate interface, light gets reflected also at the nanowire/air interface.
As already mentioned, a change in the height of the waveguide results also in
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Figure 6.21: A NW offset sweep at several waveguide heights. (a) The reflectivity
can be tuned with the waveguide height and NW offset (interference effects due to
reflection from several interfaces). (b) The coupling ratio changes with waveguide
height due to a change in the neff and mode profiles, modifying the coupling condi-
tions. The highest ratio of almost 8000 is reached for a waveguide height of 50 nm.
The ratio resonance is narrower when the peak is higher. (c) The coupling versus
offset dependency decreases with the waveguide height due to a worse spin overlap
between the nanowire and waveguide modes and due to coupling into higher modes.
The highest coupling efficiency is achieved with a waveguide height of 50 nm.
a change of the neff of the supported waveguide modes. The modes’ field profiles
and consequently the corresponding transverse spin components are modified,
thus altering the coupling conditions for the incident light. This results in a
changed optimal NW offset, as well as in a different coupling ratio peak value. As
shown in Fig. 6.21(b), increasing the waveguide height from 40 nm to 60 nm, the
coupling ratio peak position moves to smaller offsets, with the maximum peak ra-
tio of almost 8000 at a height of 50 nm and an offset of 115 nm. A further increase
of the height reduces the coupling ratio and moves the peak position towards the
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edge of the waveguide. This can be associated with a more efficient suppression
in the left direction, as these coupling conditions also change with the neff of the
waveguide mode. In Fig. 6.21(c) the coupling efficiency into the preferred right
direction is plotted. The highest coupling efficiency is achieved with a waveguide
height of 50 nm. A further increase in height results in a reduction of the amount
of coupled light. This can be accredited to two phenomena - one is the worse
overlap between the NW’s SAM vectors and the transverse spin components of
the waveguide mode, as a consequence of the changed waveguide geometry. The
second reason is that an increase in the waveguide height also gives rise to higher
order waveguide modes, into which part of the light is coupled, taking away some
of the intensity from our desired fundamental waveguide mode.
Waveguide Width
The other waveguide dimension we can tweak is its width. This again results
in a change in the neff of the supported guided modes, altering their field dis-
tribution across the waveguide cross-section and consequently modifying their
transverse spin components. This in turn changes the coupling conditions for the
incident light from the nanowire. In contrast to sweeping the waveguide height,
however, a change in the waveguide width does not alter the distance between
the nanowire/waveguide and waveguide/substrate interfaces. The optical path is
thus changed only due to a change in the neff.
We compute a NW offset sweep for waveguide widths between 200 and 440
nm, while the height is kept constant at the initial value of 70 nm. In the previous
parameter studies, the zero NW offset was defined at the center of the waveguide.
To make the results more comparable for several waveguide widths, we redefine
the offset origin by setting it in the position where we would achieve the best
coupling for a point-like dipole source. As we explained already in Sec. 6.2.1,
this is the point where the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse electric field
components of the fundamental waveguide modes equal one, i.e., |Ex|
|Ez |
∣∣∣
WG
= 1.
In this position, the evanescent field of the waveguide is circularly polarized and
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Figure 6.22: Results of an offset sweep at several waveguide widths. The offset
origin is set to the point where the ratio between |Ex|/|Ey| = 1 for the waveguide
mode (optimum point for a point dipole source). (a) The highest coupling ratio
peak is reached with a 360 nm wide waveguide. (b) The coupling efficiency is small
if the waveguide is too wide.
has a transverse spin component oriented in the z direction, resulting in the best
alignment with the SAM vector of the incident circularly polarized light. As men-
tioned before, this is not the optimal point in the case of a NW, which cannot be
considered a point-like source anymore. Nevertheless, it can provide a reasonable
coordinate origin for an easier comparison between several waveguide widths. In
Fig. 6.22(a) one can see that for all the simulated widths, the coupling ratio peak
point is positioned further towards the edge of the center when compared to the
point-like dipole optimum. Again, the position with a maximal coupling ratio is
associated with the point where the coupling in the other, left direction, is sup-
pressed the most. This is the consequence of a minimal spin vectors’ alignment
and the point of destructive interference. They are both connected with the neff
of the waveguide mode, which affects the SAM vectors of the propagating wave-
guide modes and the interference conditions. A maximum coupling ratio of over
3000 is achieved with a waveguide width of 360 nm at a 35 nm relative offset.
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Fig. 6.22(b) plots the coupling efficiency into the preferred right side of
the waveguide. Both at a central NW position and at an offset, the coupling
efficiency is generally lower for wider waveguides. With an increase of the width,
the waveguide supports higher order modes into which part of the light is coupled,
which explains the significantly smaller coupling efficiencies for the case of a
360 nm and 440 nm wide waveguide. For the waveguides with widths of 200
nm and 280 nm, the highest coupling efficiency can be associated with the best
overlap between the NW’s SAM vectors and the transverse spin components of
the waveguide mode.
Height & Width
In the simulations presented in the previous subsections, we swept either through
a set of several heights or widths while keeping the other parameter constant.
This way we can hardly hope to find an optimal waveguide geometry. A more
complete analysis would therefore require a simultaneous sweep of the height and
width, which would in turn increase the number of simulation runs by a power of
two.
6.2.5 Mode Amplitudes Ratio
So far we have only considered a perfectly circularly polarized wave propagat-
ing along the nanowire. In principle, we can also use an elliptically polarized
light source for unidirectional excitation, as demonstrated in [55]. We explore
this possibility by changing the amplitudes ratio between the HE11a and HE11b
modes from 0.6 and 1.4 in steps of 0.2. The HE11b mode’s Ez field component
is oriented along the waveguide (x axis), while the Ez component of the HE11a
mode is perpendicular to the waveguide, or in other words, aligned with the y
axis direction. The difference in the modes’ amplitudes results in an elliptically
polarized wave propagating along the NW. The profiles of the magnitude of the
Ez component are shown in the upper part of Fig. 6.23 for
b
a
mode ratios of 0.6,
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Figure 6.23: The upper row plots the profiles of the Ez electric field component
magnitudes for elliptically (circularly) polarized waves, while the bottom row shows
the corresponding maps of the angle between the spin angular momentum vector
S and the z axis for mode power ratios
P (HE11b)
P (HE11a)
of 0.6, 1 and 1.4 in (a), (b) and
(c), respectively.
1 and 1.4. We can see that the elliptical polarization (the ellipse semimajor axis)
is oriented along the y axis for b
a
< 1 and along the x axis for b
a
> 1.
Another important aspect to consider is the effect of elliptical polarization
of light on its spin angular momentum (SAM) vector S = [Sx, Sy, Sz]
T . As shown
in Sec. 4.3, S can be determined from the electric field profile of the propagating
light using the relation
S = −
iε0
2ω
E∗ ×E (6.4)
As is evident from Fig. 6.13 which displays the different field components for the
fundamental waveguide mode, the Ez component is practically negligible except
for a small region near the waveguide vertices. We expand the Eq. 6.4 for
the individual components, e.g. Sz = −
iε0
2ω
(E∗xEy − ExE
∗
y). One can conclude
that Sz is the dominant component along most of the cross-section of the NW,
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as Sx and Sy include a dependency on Ez. The Ex and Ey components from
the above equation for Sz depend on the HE11a and HE11b mode contributions,
respectively. When changing the b
a
ratio, we increase one of the mode components
while decreasing the other, so neither the shape nor the magnitudes of the Sz
vector across the NW cross-section are changed significantly. In the bottom part
of Fig. 6.23, the corresponding maps of the angle ϕ(S, zˆ) between the SAM
vector S of the light, propagating along the NW and the unit vector zˆ of the axis
of propagation z are shown. The angles at individual points can be computed
using the formula
ϕ(S, zˆ) = arctan
(
Sz√
S2x + S
2
y
)
(6.5)
We can see that the minimum angle between the SAM vector S and the axis of
propagation is at the center of the waveguide for all the mode amplitude ratios.
In the case of a perfectly circularly polarized wave, the angle increases radially
towards the edges of the nanowire, regardless of the direction (Fig. 6.23). For
elliptically polarized waves, however, the angle retains a smaller value longer
along the axis perpendicular to the dominant polarization axis (see Fig. 6.23(a,
b)). This has important consequences as the spin-orbit coupling mechanism,
responsible for our unidirectional coupling, depends on the amplitude of SNW
and SWG as well as on their alignment, as we have argued already in Eq. 6.3.
We compute NW offset sweeps for several b
a
amplitude ratios. The results
presented in Fig. 6.24(a) show that by changing the ratio between the a and
b mode components, we can shift the position of the coupling ratio peak. By
increasing the HE11b component contribution, the ratio peak position moves
towards the center of the waveguide. On the other hand, increasing the HE11a
component moves it towards the waveguide edge. This is a consequence of the
change of the SAM vector S across the NW’s cross-section with the changed
polarization of the propagating light (as we discussed and showed in the bottom
row in Fig. 6.23). This causes the NW offset with the minimum coupling in the
suppressed waveguide side to shift. In Fig. 6.24(b) we plot the coupling efficiency
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Figure 6.24: Simulation results for several b/a ratios, i.e., the power ratio between
the HE11b and HE11b mode mixture. (a) shows that we can shift the directional
coupling peak towards the center (edge) of the waveguide by increasing (decreasing)
the b/a ratio. In (b) and (c) one can see that a change in the mentioned ratio
does not significantly affect the coupling efficiency and reflectivity, proving it as
a possible mechanism for shifting the peak position without significantly affecting
the other properties of interest.
into the right direction of the waveguide. At zero NW offset, the coupling is higher
for lower b
a
ratios, owing to a better spin overlap of the NW and waveguide mode.
As the offset is increased, the coupling first reaches a maximum and then starts
to decrease. In that region of larger offsets, the higher b
a
ratios provide a slightly
better coupling. This can be explained by looking at the spin angle profiles
in the bottom row of Fig. 6.23 again. At smaller NW offsets, a ratio of b
a
< 1
(Fig. 6.23(a)) ensures the whole NW cross-section part with the relatively smaller
angles ϕ(S, zˆ) (contributing to the coupling the most) is covering the waveguide
mode area. For ratios of b
a
> 1, the side parts with the relatively smaller angles
ϕ(S, zˆ) are away from the waveguide mode area. At larger offsets where the
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NW is partially off the waveguide, the situation is different - the b
a
> 1 provides
a better overlap, whereas for the b
a
> 1, the NW part with the smaller angles
ϕ(S, zˆ) is further away from the overlap region with the waveguide’s transverse
spin. Overall, the coupling efficiency follows a similar trend and has comparable
values for all the investigated b
a
ratios.
In Fig. 6.24(c) are the reflectivities at different offsets for the chosen ampli-
tude ratios. At a central NW position, the reflectivity is the same for all of the
modes. With an increasing offset, the reflectivities follow a similar trend: first
a maximum, then a decrease, followed by a minimum, and another increase etc.
This can be associated with the waveguide edge playing a role in the interference
of light waves reflected from the nanowire/waveguide and waveguide/substrate
interfaces, as some of the light is also reflected at the nanowire/air interface (as
discussed already in the height sweep). At an offset, there are small differences
in the reflectivity for the different mode component ratios b
a
. We can explain this
by looking at the top part of Fig. 6.23. The Ez component field distributions
shown in the figure contribute to the total electric field intensity which becomes
slightly more elliptical. The semimajor axis of this ellipse is oriented along the
y axis for b
a
< 1 (Fig. 6.23(a)) and along the x axis for b
a
> 1 (Fig. 6.23(b)).
At a given NW offset, a different fraction of the ligth intensity propagates in the
part of the NW ”hanging” beyond the waveguide. As a consequence, the amount
of reflected light and the interference conditions differ for each b
a
ratio, hence the
slight difference in reflectivity.
We have shown that with a change in the amplitude ratio of the HE11a
and HE11b we can construct an elliptically polarized wave, propagating along
the NW. With the change of the amplitudes ratio we can shift the waveguide
coupling ratio peak offset, while the coupling efficiency and reflectivity do not
change significantly. This provides a mechanism to tune the NW offset producing
the coupling ratio peak without affecting the dependency of other parameters of
interest, namely coupling efficiency and reflectivity.
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6.2.6 SiO2 Layer
In the simulation results presented so far, we considered a simple waveguide
consisting only of a rectangularly shaped silicon core. However, for a site-selective
growth of nanowires, a SiO2 intermediate layer is necessary in the developed
fabrication process [25]. The oxide layer influences the process of light coupling
on several levels. As it is positioned between the nanowire and the waveguide
surface, it separates our incident circularly polarized light from the waveguide into
which we want to couple the light. We expect the coupling efficiency to reduce,
as we speculate a part of the light to be lost, propagating along the oxide/air
interface where it decays quickly. On the other hand, the oxide acts as a spacer
layer - by varying its thickness, we can change the length of the optical path of the
light, reflected from the waveguide/nanowire end facet (l = 2(hWG + dSiO2)). To
meet the phase matching condition for constructive interference with the light,
reflected form the nanowire/oxide interface, the optical path length l needs to
equal l = uλ, where u ∈ N and λ = λ02(hWG + dSiO2)/(hWGnSi + dSiO2nSiO2).
As guided modes are supported only inside the Si core of the waveguide, we can
tune the oxide height and thus achieve a high reflectivity without affecting the
neff and the field profile of the waveguide mode of interest.
In our study, we compute a sweep of the NW offset for a 280 nm × 70 nm
waveguide with a SiO2 layer on top for oxide thicknesses between 40 and 160
nm. The results are compared with the initial structure with no oxide layer. As
one can see in Fig. 6.25(a, b), both the coupling ratio and the coupling efficiency
decrease with increasing oxide thickness. As the incident circularly polarized light
reaches the oxide-layered waveguide, it couples through the spin-orbit interaction,
as in the cases with the simple Si core waveguide. The amount of coupled light
depends on the spin overlap of the incident light SAM vector and the transverse
spin of the evanescent field of the waveguide mode. The difference now is, that
the evanescent wave region where the coupling is largest is now filled up by the
oxide. As a consequence, a large fraction of the incident light propagates along
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Figure 6.25: The results of a NW offset sweep for the case of a waveguide with
a SiO2 oxide layer of several thicknesses. (a) and (b) show that the coupling
ratio peak as well as the coupling efficiency into the preferred direction are reduced
significantly by the introduction of an oxide layer, only getting worse with increasing
thickness. (c) The reflectivity can be enhanced by tuning the oxide height (phase
matching).
the oxide-air interface, as can be seen in Fig. 6.26. As this light is not an actual
mode guided in the waveguide, it decays quickly. A large proportion of the light
intensity is therefore lost and the coupling efficiency to the guided waveguide
modes is lower. This gets even worse with a thicker oxide as the distance between
the nanowire and the silicon waveguide increases.
While the (unidirectional) coupling is severely degraded, the reflectivity can
be greatly enhanced. As mentioned, the change in the oxide thickness does not
affect the neff of the propagating waveguide modes. By selecting an appropriate
oxide thickness, we can satisfy the phase-matching conditions for a constructive
interference. This can be seen in Fig. 6.25(c). The red line shows the reflectivity
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Figure 6.26: Even a 40 nm thick SiO2 oxide layer causes a large fraction of the
light to propagate on the oxide-air interface where it decays quickly.
dependence for the case with no oxide. One can see that the reflectivity changes
severely with the NW offset which demonstrates that the waveguide edge plays
a strong role in the amount of back reflected light, as well as in satisfying the
interference conditions (see also explanation from the height sweep). The reflec-
tivities for the case of an oxide layer change much less with the NW offset. The
SiO2 has a refractive index of around 1.45 and presents a large index contrast
to the nanowire, similar as a nanowire-air interface. This means that the edge
of the waveguide presents a smaller difference for the reflection interface, thus
the NW offset plays a smaller role in the reflectivity. Changing the thickness of
the oxide layer greatly affects the reflectivity, caused by a change in the optical
path length of light reflected from the waveguide/substrate interface. This can be
nicely seen in Fig.6.25(c) - for oxide thicknesses of 40 and 80 nm, the total optical
path length is closer to a destructive interference condition, while at 120 and 160
nm it approaches a constructive interference, with a reflectivity enhancement. A
further increase of the oxide thickness would show a periodic rise and fall of the
reflectivity values, as is common for interference effects.
We have shown that despite a significant increase in reflectivity, the intro-
duction of an oxide layer presents a drawback in the context of efficient unidirec-
tional coupling.
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6.3 Summary
In this chapter we presented the results of numerical simulations of several NW
and WG structures that we computed to study their properties and optimize their
geometries.
Starting with a standalone nanowire surrounded by air, we first completed
an eigenmode analysis. These results showed that with a large NW radius, several
higher order modes can propagate in the NW cavity. The effective refractive index
neff of the individual modes approaches the refractive index nGaAs of the bulk
NW material with increasing NW radius. At decreasing NW radii, the individual
modes reach their cut-off, when their neff falls below the effective index of the
surrounding medium nair and the mode is no longer guided along the NW. By
means of 3D FDTD simulations, we determined for some of the supported modes
the reflectivity of the top end flat facet for different NW radii. The reflectivities of
individual modes experience a steep decrease and drop to 0% at cut-off. At larger
NW radii, the reflectivities are reduced due to scattering into higher order modes.
Introducing a metal mirror on top of the end facet can enhance the reflectivity. In
the case of the fundamental HE11 mode, it can be increased from around 40% to
around 90%. In some cases, e.g., with metal contacts for electrical pumping, an
intermediate oxide layer is necessary as an insulating layer. With variable oxide
thickness, the reflectivity displays minima and maxima due to a change in the
optical path length, which is typical for interference effects.
The next studied structure was a NW positioned on top of a rectangular Si
waveguide on a SOI platform. By mixing the two degenerated HE11 modes(HE11a
and HE11b), phase shifted by π/2, a circularly polarized wave can propagate in
the NW. Combining such a wave with a displacement of the NW position on top
of the waveguide, we break the symmetry and achieve unidirectional coupling
into the waveguide. In other words, through the spin-orbit interaction of the
spin angular momentum (SAM) vector S of the incident light from the NW with
the transverse spin of the evanescent field region of the waveguide mode, more
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light is coupled into one direction of the waveguide compared to the other. The
unidirectional coupling ratios can reach values of nearly 104. They exhibit a great
sensitivity on the NW offset position, where a shift of only 10 nm can change the
ratio by an order of magnitude. The other properties of interest, namely the
coupling efficiency into the waveguide and the reflectivity back into the NW show
a weaker dependence on position. They can reach values of around 10% and
30%, respectively. The coupling efficiency into the preferred direction can be
explained with the spin overlap of the NW and WG modes and can be roughly
estimated by an integral of their dot product throughout the overlapping region.
The dips in the coupling efficiency of the suppressed direction can be accredited to
destructive interference effects. The coupling ratio is dominated by the coupling
in the suppressed direction, as the latter experiences large relative differences with
the offset (small absolute values). The reflectivities of the individual degenerated
NW modes HE11a and HE11b show different reflectivities depending on the NW
displacement.
The NW radius affects the reflectivity greatly. The NW radius which yields
a maximum reflectivity depends on the WG dimensions and on the offset of the
NW. The reflectivities reach values near 30%. A large NW radius results in
additional losses of reflected light due to scattering into higher order modes.
The waveguide (WG) dimensions play an important role in the coupling
mechanism. Varying the WG height results in a change of the neff of the mode
and its field shape as well as in a change of the optical path between the NW/WG
and WG/substrate interface. A change of the height therefore greatly affects the
reflectivity. A coupling ratio value of nearly 8000, a coupling efficiency of over 10%
and a reflectivity of around 20% are reached employing a WG with dimensions
of 280 nm × 50 nm. Varying the width of the WG also results in a change
in the neff and field profiles of the guided modes. In contrast to a change of
height, it does not alter the distance between the NW/WG and WG/substrate
interfaces. A coupling ratio peak of above 3000, a coupling efficiency of around
2% and a reflectivity of almost 10% are reached for a WG with dimensions of
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360 nm × 70 nm. The lower coupling efficiency is a consequence of the larger
WG dimensions which support higher order modes into which part of the light
is coupled. The height and width of the WG are of course not independent
parameters. To find an optimal WG geometry, one should sweep through both
parameters simultaneously, which increases the number of required simulation
runs by a power of 2. A general rule to follow is to tune the WG dimensions
in such a way, i.e., keep them small enough, that the WG supports only the
fundamental mode. With larger WG dimensions, higher order modes appear into
which part of the light is coupled, reducing the overall coupling efficiency to the
fundamental WG mode.
By changing the amplitude ratio between the HE11b and HE11a mode com-
ponents, an elliptically polarized wave can be constructed. This affects the prop-
agating field profile and consequently the spin angular momentum (SAM) vector
S. The NW offset where a peak in the unidirectional coupling ratio is observed
can be shifted with a change in the mode amplitudes ratio. On the other hand,
the coupling efficiency and reflectivity do not change significantly with the am-
plitude ratio. The amplitude ratio change thus provides a mechanism to shift
the position where a maximum coupling ratio is observed, essentially without
degrading the coupling efficiency or reflectivity.
The introduction of a SiO2 intermediate layer between the Si WG and the
NW, which is necessary in some fabrication processes, results in a severe reduction
of the coupling ratio and the coupling efficiency. This is due to the propagation
of part of the light along the oxide/air interface, where it decays quickly. On
the other hand, the oxide acts also as a spacer layer whose thickness leads to a
constructive or destructive interference of the back reflected waves. This way, the
reflectivity can be greatly enhanced by varying the thickness of the oxide layer
without changing the WG dimensions and consequently the neff and mode shapes.
The simulation results have shown that we can in principle achieve unidi-
rectional coupling into a proximal WG by asymmetrically placing a NW with a
circularly/elliptically polarized propagating wave on top of it.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this thesis, we investigated different nanowire and waveguide structures by
means of numerical simulations.
The eigenmode analysis of a GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell nanowire laser showed
that the NW body acts as a low-loss waveguide. Depending on the NW radius, it
can support several transversal modes, up until the cut-off point which appears
at a different NW radius for each mode. This proves that we need to be precise in
the NW growth stage to obtain the desired NW radius, otherwise the field shape
could change severely. We showed that by adding a simple metal layer on top of
the end facet which faces air, the reflectivity can be greatly enhanced. There are
other possibilities of increasing the reflectivity, such as distributed Bragg reflectors
(DBRs), but these structures could be more challenging to implement in reality.
It has been shown that a circularly polarized mode can be guided along the
NW by mixing two degenerate a and b modes, phase shifted by π/2. In practical
realizations, a gain medium that would provide a circularly polarized mode upon
pumping excitation is required. The simulation results show that unidirectional
coupling into waveguides is in principle possible with off-center positioned NWs.
The amount of coupled light into the preferred waveguide direction can be associ-
ated with the spin overlap between the NW and WG modes. The unidirectional
coupling ratio can in some configurations reach a peak value of almost 104, but
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is extremely sensitive to the NW offset position. A shift by only 10 nm can de-
grade the coupling ratio by an order of magnitude. This is a severe drawback
for practical realizations, as an extreme positioning precision would be necessary.
It is also questionable to which offset NW growth is possible. Shifting the NW
core beyond the waveguide edge is not compatible with the current fabrication
process. The latter also requires an intermediate SiO2 layer, into which holes are
etched. These then act as locations for a site-selective growth of NWs. As is
evident from the simulation results, the oxide layer can increase the reflectivity,
but degrades the coupling ratio and coupling efficiency severely. This happens as
a portion of the light is lost, propagating and quickly decaying at the oxide/air
interface. Removing the oxide layer after the NW growth could perhaps mitigate
this problem.
As demonstrated in the results section, the unidirectional coupling depends
on a number of different parameters: the NW offset, the NW radius, the wave-
guide dimensions, the oxide thickness, the polarization of the incident light and
possibly on several others. As these parameters are not independent from each
other (e.g., the influence of the WG height changes with WG width), a huge
parameter space is formed, making it impossible to sweep through all the pa-
rameter combinations and find the optimum. A more complete understanding of
the underlying phenomena and the interrelations between the different parame-
ters would be crucial in limiting the range of values for individual parameters.
To some extent, we can limit the range of possible values for the NW and WG
dimensions by setting the condition of single-mode guiding, which is desired for
better coupling efficiencies in the waveguide and higher reflectivities back into the
NW.
Despite the problems in finding the optimal structure geometry (due to the
huge parameter space) and difficulties we would face in trying to fabricate our
structures (mainly arising from the extreme relative position sensitivities), the
simulation results have proven useful. For the first time, we showed that unidi-
retional coupling into waveguides is in principle possible by an asymmetrically
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placed NW with a circularly polarized propagating field. In most of the success-
ful studies so far, 0D-like scatterers, e.g., quantum dots (QDs) and nanoparticles
which act as point-like dipole sources have been employed. In contrast, the NW
as a 3D object has a 2D overlap with the Si waveguide. The task of finding the
optimal placement of our source of incident light therefore becomes much more
challenging.
In conclusion, we provided Proof-Of-Concept results in the simulation do-
main that highlight the influences of different parameters towards achieving uni-
directional coupling in Si waveguides by facilitating a NW laser as the source of
incident light. The next step would certainly be to prove this concept works ex-
perimentally. Even though we would not be able to hit the perfect offset position
on the WG, in a first step we only require the possibilities of growing NWs asym-
metrically on the WG and exciting a circularly (or at least elliptically) polarized
wave propagating along the NW. This should suffice to observe an asymmet-
ric coupling in both waveguide directions, albeit reaching a lower unidirectional
coupling ratio than the one foreseen by the 3D FDTD simulations.
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Appendix A
Lumerical MODE Analysis Code
The code in Appendix A is used after running an eigenmode analysis in Lumerical
MODE to visualize mode field profiles and the ratios between individual field
components, plot the corresponding spin maps and calculate the spin dot product
sum, related to the coupling efficiency.
A.1 Waveguide
1 # E f i e l d s
2 Emode = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode1” , ”E”) ;
3 E2 = Emode . E2 ;
4 E2 = pinch (E2) ;
5 Ex = Emode .Ex ;
6 Ex = pinch (Ex) ;
7 Ey = Emode .Ey ;
8 Ey = pinch (Ey) ;
9 Ez = Emode . Ez ;
10 Ez = pinch (Ez) ;
11 yz=s i z e (E2) ;
12
13 y=1:1 : yz (1 ) ;
14 z =1:1 : yz (2 ) ;
15
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16 #v i s u a l i z a t i o n
17 image (y , z , E2) ;
18 image (y , z , imag (Ex) ) ;
19 image (y , z , r e a l (Ey) ) ;
20 image (y , z , r e a l (Ez ) ) ;
21 image (y , z , abs (Ex) ) ;
22 image (y , z , abs (Ey) ) ;
23 image (y , z , abs (Ez) ) ;
24
25 #component r a t i o s
26 r a t i o 1 = imag (Ex) / r e a l (Ey) ;
27 r a t i o 2 = r e a l (Ez) /imag (Ex) ;
28 r a t i o 3 = imag (Ex) / r e a l (Ez ) ;
29 r a t i o 4 = r e a l (Ey) /imag (Ex) ;
30
31 image (y , z , r a t i o 1 ) ;
32 image (y , z , r a t i o 2 ) ;
33 image (y , z , r a t i o 3 ) ;
34 image (y , z , r a t i o 4 ) ;
35
36 # convert index to po int l o c a t i o n
37 y ind = 92 ;#65;#80;
38 z ind = 160 ;#100;#119;
39
40 y width = waveguide width + 2✯ s i d e o x i d e t h i c k n e s s + wavelength ;
41 y o f f s e t = nw y pos + nw y o f f s e t − y width /2 ;
42 z width = waveguide he ight + top ox i d e th i c kn e s s + wavelength ;
43 z o f f s e t = ox ide he i gh t + 0 .5✯ waveguide he ight − z width /2 ;
44 ? y l o c = ( y width ) ✯ y ind /yz (1 )+y o f f s e t ;
45 ? z l o c = ( z width ) ✯ z ind /yz (2 )+z o f f s e t ;
46
47 y o f f s e t = 0 ;
48 dy = getnamed ( ”mesh waveguide ” , ”dy”) ;
49 y ind c en t e r = round ( ( yz (1 ) /2) ) ;
50 ? y l o c = ( ( y ind cente r−y ind ) ✯dy ) + y o f f s e t ;
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52 # rev e r s e : get index from coord inate
53 y l o c i n = 140✯1e−9;
54 z l o c i n = 1.07✯1 e−6;
55
56 ? y ind out = ( y l o c i n−y o f f s e t ) ✯yz (1 ) /y width ;
57 ? z ind out = ( z l o c i n−z o f f s e t ) ✯yz (2 ) / z width ;
58
59 z i nd c en t e r = round ( ( yz (2 ) /2) ) ;
60 z o f f s e t 2 = ox ide he i gh t + 0 .5✯ waveguide he ight ;
61 dz = getnamed ( ”mesh waveguide ” , ”dz ”) ;
62 ? z ind out = ( ( z l o c i n−z o f f s e t 2 ) /dz+z i nd c en t e r ) ;
Listing A.1: Field components of individual WG modesa nd their ratios
A.2 Nanowire
1 # E f i e l d s
2 m1 = 1 ; # mode number 1
3 m2 = 2 ; # mode number 2
4 pha s e s h i f t = pi /2 ;
5 r a t i o = 1 ;
6 amp1 = 2/(1+ r a t i o ) ;
7 amp2 = amp1✯ r a t i o ;
8
9 Emode1 = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode”+num2str (m1) , ”E”) ;
10 Emode2 = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode”+num2str (m2) , ”E”) ;
11
12 # cons t ruc t the modes
13 E2 1 = amp1✯amp1✯Emode1 . E2 ;
14 E2 1 = pinch ( E2 1 ) ;
15 Ex 1 = amp1✯Emode1 .Ex ;
16 Ex 1 = pinch (Ex 1 ) ;
17 Ey 1 = amp1✯Emode1 .Ey ;
18 Ey 1 = pinch (Ey 1 ) ;
19 Ez 1 = amp1✯Emode1 . Ez ;
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20 Ez 1 = pinch ( Ez 1 ) ;
21
22 E2 2 = amp2✯amp2✯Emode2 . E2 ;
23 E2 2 = pinch ( E2 2 ) ;
24 Ex 2 = amp2✯Emode2 .Ex ;
25 Ex 2 = pinch (Ex 2 ) ;
26 Ey 2 = amp2✯Emode2 .Ey ;
27 Ey 2 = pinch (Ey 2 ) ;
28 Ez 2 = amp2✯Emode2 . Ez ;
29 Ez 2 = pinch ( Ez 2 ) ;
30
31 # sum both modes with a p i /2 phase s h i f t
32 E2 = E2 1+E2 2 ;
33 Ex = Ex 1+Ex 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
34 Ey = Ey 1+Ey 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
35 Ez = Ez 1+Ez 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
36
37 xy=s i z e (E2) ;
38
39 x=1:1 : xy (1 ) ;
40 y=1:1 : xy (2 ) ;
41
42 image (x , y , abs (Ez) ) ;
43 image (x , y , abs (Ex) ) ;
44 image (x , y , abs (Ey) ) ;
45
46 # f i e l d r a t i o s
47 r a t i o 1 = imag (Ez) / r e a l (Ex) ;
48 r a t i o 2 = r e a l (Ey) /imag (Ez) ;
49 r a t i o 3 = imag (Ez) / r e a l (Ey) ;
50 r a t i o 4 = r e a l (Ex) /imag (Ez) ;
51 r a t i o 5 = r e a l (Ex) / r e a l (Ey) ;
52 r a t i o 6 = abs (Ex) /abs (Ey) ;
53
54 image (x , y , r a t i o 1 ) ;
55 image (x , y , r a t i o 2 ) ;
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56 image (x , y , r a t i o 3 ) ;
57 image (x , y , r a t i o 4 ) ;
58 image (x , y , r a t i o 5 ) ;
59 image (x , y , r a t i o 6 ) ;
Listing A.2: Field components of individual NW modes and their ratios
A.3 Spin Dot Product
1 # E f i e l d s
2 Emode = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode1” , ”E”) ;
3 E2 = Emode . E2 ;
4 E2 = pinch (E2) ;
5 Ex = Emode .Ex ;
6 Ex = pinch (Ex) ;
7 Ey = Emode .Ey ;
8 Ey = pinch (Ey) ;
9 Ez = Emode . Ez ;
10 Ez = pinch (Ez) ;
11 yz=s i z e (E2) ;
12
13 y=1:1 : yz (1 ) ;
14 z =1:1 : yz (2 ) ;
15
16 # r a t i o between modes to determone the appropr . z coo rd ina te
17 r a t i o 1 = imag (Ex) / r e a l (Ey) ;
18 image (y , z , r a t i o 1 ) ;
19
20 # r ev e r s e : get index from coord inate
21 z width = waveguide he ight + top ox i d e th i c kn e s s + wavelength ;
22 z o f f s e t = ox ide he i gh t + 0 .5✯ waveguide he ight − z width /2 ;
23 z l o c i n = 1.07✯1 e−6;
24 ? z ind out = ( z l o c i n−z o f f s e t ) ✯yz (2 ) / z width ;
25
26 z ind nw = 93 ; # determine manually from p l o t s (E)
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27 r a t i o 1 l i n e nw = matrix ( yz (1 ) , 1 ) ;
28 r a t i o 1 1 l i n e nw = matrix ( yz (1 ) , 1 ) ;
29
30 Ex l ine nw = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
31 Ey l ine nw = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
32 Ez l ine nw = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
33 plotxy (y , r a t i o 1 l i n e nw ) ;
34 plotxy (y , r a t i o 1 1 l i n e nw ) ;
35 plotxy (y , Ex l ine nw ) ;
36 plotxy (y , Ey l ine nw ) ;
37 plotxy (y , Ez l ine nw ) ;
38
39 x = 1 ;
40 # sp in dens i ty p l o t s and ang l e s
41 sEz = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ex) ✯Ey−Ex✯ conj (Ey) ) ) ;
42 image (y , z , sEz ) ;
43
44 sEx = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ey) ✯Ez−Ey✯ conj (Ez) ) ) ;
45 image (y , z , sEx ) ;
46
47 sEy = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ex) ✯Ez−Ex✯ conj (Ez) ) ) ;
48 image (y , z , sEy ) ;
49
50 angl wg = atan ( sEz /( sq r t ( sExˆ2+sEyˆ2) ) ) ;
51 image (y , z , angl wg ✯180/ p i ) ;
52
53 ang l wg f i = acos ( sEx/sEy ) ;
54 image (y , z , ang l wg f i ✯180/ p i ) ;
55
56 a = atan ( sEx/sEy ) ✯180/ p i ;
57 b = atan ( sq r t ( sExˆ2+sEyˆ2) /sEz ) ✯180/ p i ;
58 image (y , z , a ) ;
59 image (y , z , b ) ;
60
61 #l i n e p l o t
62 z ind wg = 97 ; #97 ; #93; # determine manually from p l o t s (E)
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63 sEx l ine wg = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
64 sEy l ine wg = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
65 sEz l ine wg = matrix ( yz (1 ) ,1 ) ;
66
67 f o r ( i =1:yz (1 ) ) {
68 sEx l ine wg ( i ) = sEx ( i , z ind wg ) ;
69 sEy l ine wg ( i ) = sEy ( i , z ind wg ) ;
70 sEz l ine wg ( i ) = sEz ( i , z ind wg ) ;
71 }
72 plotxy (y , sEx l ine wg ) ;
73 plotxy (y , sEy l ine wg ) ;
74 plotxy (y , sEz l ine wg ) ;
75 #EXPORT
76 x = 1 ;
77 spin wg = matrix (3 , 1 ) ;
78 spin wg = [ sEx , sEy , sEz ] ;
79 sp i n wg l i n e = matrix (3 , 1 ) ;
80 sp i n wg l i n e = [ sEx l ine wg , sEy l ine wg , sEz l ine wg ] ;
81 sEx wg = sEx ;
82 sEy wg = sEy ;
83 sEz wg = sEz ;
84 x wg = x ;
85 y wg = y ;
86 z wg = z ;
87 yz wg = yz ;
88 savedata ( ”spin wg . l d f ” , yz wg , spin wg , sp in wg l ine , sEx wg , sEy wg ,
sEz wg , sEx l ine wg , sEy l ine wg , sEz l ine wg , x wg , y wg , z wg ) ;
Listing A.3: WG spin maps and export.
1 # E f i e l d s
2 m1 = 1 ; # mode number 1
3 m2 = 2 ; # mode number 2
4 pha s e s h i f t = pi /2 ;
5 r a t i o = 1 . 4 ;
6 ?amp1 = 2/(1+ r a t i o ) ;
7 ?amp2 = amp1✯ r a t i o ;
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8
9 Emode1 = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode”+num2str (m1) , ”E”) ;
10 Emode2 = g e t r e s u l t ( ”FDE: : data : : mode”+num2str (m2) , ”E”) ;
11 #Emode = Emode1+Emode2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
12
13 E2 1 = amp1✯amp1✯Emode1 . E2 ;
14 E2 1 = pinch ( E2 1 ) ;
15 Ex 1 = amp1✯Emode1 .Ex ;
16 Ex 1 = pinch (Ex 1 ) ;
17 Ey 1 = amp1✯Emode1 .Ey ;
18 Ey 1 = pinch (Ey 1 ) ;
19 Ez 1 = amp1✯Emode1 . Ez ;
20 Ez 1 = pinch ( Ez 1 ) ;
21
22 E2 2 = amp2✯amp2✯Emode2 . E2 ;
23 E2 2 = pinch ( E2 2 ) ;
24 Ex 2 = amp2✯Emode2 .Ex ;
25 Ex 2 = pinch (Ex 2 ) ;
26 Ey 2 = amp2✯Emode2 .Ey ;
27 Ey 2 = pinch (Ey 2 ) ;
28 Ez 2 = amp2✯Emode2 . Ez ;
29 Ez 2 = pinch ( Ez 2 ) ;
30
31 E2 = E2 1+E2 2 ;
32 Ex = Ex 1+Ex 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
33 Ey = Ey 1+Ey 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
34 Ez = Ez 1+Ez 2✯exp (1 i ✯ pha s e s h i f t ) ;
35
36 xy=s i z e (E2) ;
37 x=1:1 : xy (1 ) ;
38 y=1:1 : xy (2 ) ;
39 z = 1 ;
40
41 # sp in components
42 sEz = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ex) ✯Ey−Ex✯ conj (Ey) ) ) ;
43 image (x , y , ( sEz ) ) ;
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44 sEx = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ey) ✯Ez−Ey✯ conj (Ez) ) ) ;
45 image (x , y , ( sEx ) ) ;
46 sEy = −1 i /(2✯2✯ pi ✯( c/wavelength ) ) ✯ ( ( conj (Ex) ✯Ez−Ex✯ conj (Ez) ) ) ;
47 image (x , y , ( sEy ) ) ;
48 # c a l c u l a t e theta
49 angl nw = atan ( sEz /( sq r t ( sExˆ2+sEyˆ2) ) ) ;
50 image (x , y ,90+( angl nw ✯180/ p i ) ) ;
51
52 # OVERLAP CALCULATIONS
53 # NW
54 ?x span nw = getnamed ( ”mesh nanowire ” , ”x span ”) ;
55 ?dx nw = getnamed ( ”mesh nanowire ” , ”dx ”) ;
56 ?num x nw = f l o o r ( x span nw/dx nw) ;
57 i f ((−1)ˆnum x nw==−1){
58 num x nw=num x nw−1;
59 }
60 ?num x FDE = getnamed ( ”FDE” , ”ac tua l mesh c e l l s x ”) ;
61 ? center x FDE = round (num x FDE/2) ; # automat i ca l l y −> can be wrong
62 center x FDE = 90 ; # manually
63 ?x min nw = center x FDE−f l o o r (num x nw/2) ;
64 ?x max nw = center x FDE+f l o o r (num x nw/2) ;
65
66 ?y span nw = getnamed ( ”mesh nanowire ” , ”y span ”) ;
67 ?dy nw = getnamed ( ”mesh nanowire ” , ”dy ”) ;
68 ?num y nw = f l o o r ( y span nw/dy nw) ;
69 i f ((−1)ˆnum y nw==−1){
70 num y nw=num y nw−1;
71 }
72 ?num y FDE = getnamed ( ”FDE” , ”ac tua l mesh c e l l s y ”) ;
73 ? center y FDE = round (num y FDE/2) ; # automat i ca l l y −> can be wrong
74 center y FDE = 90 ; # manually
75 ?y min nw = center y FDE−round (num y nw/2) ;
76 ?y max nw = center y FDE+round (num y nw/2) ;
77
78 subEx = sEx ( x min nw : x max nw , y min nw : y max nw) ;
79 subEy = sEy ( x min nw : x max nw , y min nw : y max nw) ;
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80 subEz = sEz ( x min nw : x max nw , y min nw : y max nw) ;
81
82 y ind nw = 90 ;
83 sx l ine nw = matrix ( xy (1 ) ,1 ) ;
84 sy l ine nw = matrix ( xy (1 ) ,1 ) ;
85 s z l i n e nw = matrix ( xy (1 ) ,1 ) ;
86 f o r ( i =1:xy (1 ) ) {
87 sx l ine nw ( i ) = sEx ( i , y ind nw ) ;
88 sy l ine nw ( i ) = sEy ( i , y ind nw ) ;
89 s z l i n e nw ( i ) = sEz ( i , y ind nw ) ;
90 }
91 plotxy (x , s z l i n e nw ) ;
92
93 # LOAD DATA from WG
94 loaddata ( ”spin wg ”) ;
95 plotxy ( y wg , sEz l ine wg ) ;
96 x wg = 1000 ;
97 sx wg = matrix ( x wg , yz wg (1 ) ) ;
98 sy wg = matrix ( x wg , yz wg (1 ) ) ;
99 sz wg = matrix ( x wg , yz wg (1 ) ) ;
100 f o r ( i =1:x wg ) {
101 f o r ( j =1:yz wg (1 ) ) {
102 sx wg ( i , j )=(sEx l ine wg ( j ) ) ;
103 sy wg ( i , j )=(sEy l ine wg ( j ) ) ;
104 sz wg ( i , j )=( sEz l ine wg ( j ) ) ;
105 }
106 }
107 image ( 1 : x wg , 1 : yz wg (1 ) , sx wg ) ;
108 image ( 1 : x wg , 1 : yz wg (1 ) , sy wg ) ;
109 image ( 1 : x wg , 1 : yz wg (1 ) , sz wg ) ;
110
111 # CALCULATIONS 2D
112 nw o f f s e t = 0✯1e−9;
113 nw o f f s e t l i s t = (−200:5 :200) ✯1e−9;
114 dot pr = matrix ( l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , 1 ) ;
115 do t p r r i gh t = matrix ( l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , 1 ) ;
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116 d o t p r l e f t = matrix ( l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , 1 ) ;
117
118 f o r ( o=1: l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) ) {
119 nw o f f s e t = nw o f f s e t l i s t ( o ) ;
120
121 nw o f f s e t i nd = round ( nw o f f s e t /dy nw) ;
122 wg center = round ( yz wg (1 ) /2) ;
123 x s t a r t i nd ex = round ( x wg/2)−(num x nw/2) ;
124 x end index = x s t a r t i nd ex + num x nw ;
125 y s t a r t i nd ex = wg center−nw o f f s e t ind−round (num y nw/2) ;
126 y end index = y s t a r t i nd ex+num y nw ;
127
128 vect nw plot x = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
129 vect nw plot y = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
130 vec t nw p lo t z = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
131
132 vec t wg p lo t x = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
133 vec t wg p lo t y = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
134 vec t wg p lo t z = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
135
136 vect dot prod = matrix ( x end index−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, y end index−
y s t a r t i nd ex+1) ;
137
138 vect nw = matrix (3 , 1 ) ;
139 vect wg = matrix (3 , 1 ) ;
140 dot pr ( o ) = 0 ;
141 do t p r r i gh t ( o ) = 0 ;
142 d o t p r l e f t ( o ) = 0 ;
143
144 f o r ( i=x s t a r t i nd ex : x end index ) {
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145 f o r ( j=y s t a r t i nd ex : y end index ) {
146 vect nw = [ sEx ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex+x min nw , j−y s t a r t i nd ex+y min nw ) ,
sEy ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex+x min nw , j−y s t a r t i nd ex+y min nw ) , sEz ( i−
x s t a r t i nd ex+x min nw , j−y s t a r t i nd ex+y min nw ) ] ;
147 vect nw plot x ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect nw (1) ;
148 vect nw plot y ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect nw (2) ;
149 vec t nw p lo t z ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect nw (3) ;
150
151 vect wg = [ sx wg ( i , j ) , sy wg ( i , j ) , sz wg ( i , j ) ] ;
152 vec t wg p lo t x ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect wg (1 ) ;
153 vec t wg p lo t y ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect wg (2 ) ;
154 vec t wg p lo t z ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=vect wg (3 ) ;
155
156 dot pr temp = dot ( vect nw , vect wg ) ;
157 vec t wg p lo t z ( i−x s t a r t i nd ex +1, j−y s t a r t i nd ex+1)=dot pr temp ;
158 dot pr ( o ) = dot pr ( o ) + dot pr temp ;
159 i f ( dot pr temp>0){
160 do t p r r i gh t ( o )=do t p r r i gh t ( o )+dot pr temp ;
161 }
162 e l s e {
163 d o t p r l e f t ( o )=d o t p r l e f t ( o )+dot pr temp ;
164 }
165 }
166 }
167 }
168 # PLOTS
169 plotxy ( 1 : l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , dot pr ) ;
170 plotxy ( 1 : l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , d o t p r l e f t ) ;
171 plotxy ( 1 : l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , d o t p r r i gh t ) ;
172 plotxy ( 1 : l ength ( nw o f f s e t l i s t ) , abs ( do t p r r i gh t / d o t p r l e f t ) ) ;
Listing A.4: NW spin maps, import of WG spin maps and calculation of spin dot
product sum.
Appendix B
Lumerical FDTD Postprocessing
Code
The code below is used in the postprocessing stage - after running FDTD Simu-
lations of the NW on WG structure, the reflectivity, coupling ratio and coupling
efficiency are extracted from the monitors and exported to a .txt file.
1 k = 0 ; # counter f o r number o f f i l e s
2 f i l e s = s p l i t s t r i n g ( d ir , endl ) ; # d i r e c t o r y content s
3 f o r ( i =1: l ength ( f i l e s ) ) { # loop over a l l f i l e s
4 i f ( f i n d s t r i n g ( f i l e s { i } , ” f sp ”) != −1) { # look f o r ’ f sp ’ f i l e s
5 i f ( f i l e e x i s t s ( f i l e s { i }) ) { # check i f the f i l e e x i s t s
6 f i l ename = f i l e s { i } ; # output f i l e name
7 load ( f i l e s { i }) ; # load f i l e
8
9 f i l ename = f i l ebasename ( cu r r en t f i l ename ) ;
10 s ou r c e mode l i s t = [ 1 , 3 , 4 , 6 , 7 , 9 ] ; # HE11a , TE01 , HE21a , TM01,
EH11a , HE31a
11 sou r c e mode l i s t 2 = [ 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 8 , 1 0 ] ; # HE11b , TE01 , HE21b , TM01,
EH11b , HE31b
12
13 s e l e c t ( ”nw ME monitor ”) ;
14 updatemodes ( 1 : 3 0 ) ;
15 u n s e l e c t a l l ;
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16
17 mnum = 1 ; #HE11( a+b)
18 mode num = sou r c e mode l i s t (mnum) ;
19 mode num2 = sour c e mode l i s t 2 (mnum) ;
20 wavelength = getnamed ( ”source ” , ”wavelength s t a r t ”) ;
21 ? n e f f d a t a = g e t r e s u l t ( ”nw ME monitor ” , ”n e f f ”) ;
22 ? n e f f = r e a l ( n e f f d a t a . n e f f (mode num) ) ;
23 ? k e f f = imag ( n e f f d a t a . n e f f (mode num) ) ;
24 ? alpha = 4✯ pi ✯ k e f f /wavelength ;
25 ? n e f f 2 = r e a l ( n e f f d a t a . n e f f (mode num2) ) ;
26 ? k e f f 2 = imag ( n e f f d a t a . n e f f (mode num2) ) ;
27 ? alpha2 = 4✯ pi ✯ k e f f /wavelength ;
28
29 # monitor data
30 monitor num = 1 ;
31 monitor data = g e t r e s u l t ( ”nw ME monitor ” , ”expansion f o r nw monitor ”
+num2str (monitor num ) ) ;
32 ?monitor num ; # ju s t f o r d i sp l ay
33 ?Tforward = monitor data . T forward (mode num) ;
34 ?Tforward2 = monitor data . T forward (mode num2) ;
35
36 Tmeas = monitor data . T tota l (mode num) ;
37 # monitor at the s t a r t
38 mon i to r da ta s ta r t = g e t r e s u l t ( ”nw ME monitor ” , ”expansion f o r
nw monitor s tar t 1 ”) ;
39 ?Tbackward start = mon i to r da ta s ta r t . T backward (mode num) ;
40 ?Tbackward start2 = mon i to r da ta s ta r t . T backward (mode num2) ;
41 ? z p o s s t a r t = g e t r e s u l t ( ”nw monitor s tar t 1 ” , ”z ”) ;
42 format shor t ;
43 ? z pos = g e t r e s u l t ( ”nw monitor ”+num2str ( f l o o r (monitor num ) ) , ”z ”) ;
44 z po s sou r c e = g e t r e s u l t ( ”source ” , ”z ”) ;
45 format long ;
46 ? r e f l e c t e d = Tforward✯exp ( alpha ✯ z pos ) ;
47 ? r e f l e c t e d 2 = Tforward2✯exp ( alpha2 ✯ z pos ) ;
48 ? i n c i d en t = abs ( Tbackward start ) ✯exp(−alpha ✯ z p o s s t a r t ) ;
49 ? r e f l e c t i v i t y = r e f l e c t e d + r e f l e c t e d 2 ; #r e f l e c t e d / i n c i d en t ;
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50
51 s e l e c t ( ”wg ME monitor ”) ;
52 updatemodes ( 1 : 3 0 ) ;
53 u n s e l e c t a l l ;
54
55 t r an sm i s s i o n r i g h t = g e t r e s u l t ( ”wg ME monitor ” , ”expansion f o r
wg monitor r ight 2 ”) ;
56 t r a n sm i s s i o n l e f t = g e t r e s u l t ( ”wg ME monitor ” , ”expansion f o r
wg mon i to r l e f t 2 ”) ;
57
58 # determine guided modes
59 mode data = g e t r e s u l t ( ”wg ME monitor ” , ”n e f f ”) ;
60 c u t o f f = 0 ;
61 f o r ( j =1:30){
62 mode data nef f = mode data . n e f f ;
63 i f ( r e a l ( mode data nef f ( j ) )>1){
64 c u t o f f = cu t o f f +1;
65 }
66 }
67 # t ran sm i s s i on s
68 Trans r ight = 0 ;
69 Tran s l e f t = 0 ;
70 f o r ( i =1: c u t o f f ) {
71 Tr temp = t r an sm i s s i o n r i g h t . T forward ( i ) ;
72 Tl temp = −t r a n sm i s s i o n l e f t . T backward ( i ) ;
73
74 Trans r ight = Trans r ight + Tr temp ;
75 Tran s l e f t = Tran s l e f t + Tl temp ;
76 }
77 Tr1 = t r an sm i s s i o n r i g h t . T forward (1 ) ;
78 Tr2 = t r an sm i s s i o n r i g h t . T forward (2 ) ;
79 Tr3 = t r an sm i s s i o n r i g h t . T forward (3 ) ;
80 Tl1 = −t r a n sm i s s i o n l e f t . T backward (1 ) ;
81 Tl2 = −t r a n sm i s s i o n l e f t . T backward (2 ) ;
82 Tl3 = −t r a n sm i s s i o n l e f t . T backward (3 ) ;
83
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84 # sav ing to t ex t
85 r e s u l t s t emp s t r = f i l ename + ” RESULTS . txt ” ;
86
87 s t r h eade r = ”Ttot : Tfwd (1) : Tfwd (2) : Tfwd (1)+Tfwd
(2) ” ;
88 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r h eade r ) ;
89 s t r da t a = num2str (Tmeas) + ” ” + num2str ( r e f l e c t e d ) + ”
” + num2str ( r e f l e c t e d 2 )+” ” + num2str ( r e f l e c t i v i t y ) ;
90 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r da t a ) ;
91
92 s t r h eade r = ”Right : Ttot : Tfwd (1) : Tfwd (2) :
Tfwd (3) : ” ;
93 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r h eade r ) ;
94 s t r da t a = ” ” + num2str ( Trans r ight ) + ” ”
+ num2str (Tr1 ) + ” ” + num2str (Tr2 ) + ” ” + num2str
(Tr3 ) ;
95 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r da t a ) ;
96
97 s t r h eade r = ”Le f t : Ttot : Tfwd (1) : Tfwd (2) :
Tfwd (3) : ” ;
98 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r h eade r ) ;
99 s t r da t a = ” ” + num2str ( T r an s l e f t ) + ” ” +
num2str ( Tl1 ) + ” ” + num2str ( Tl2 ) + ” ” + num2str (
Tl3 ) ;
100 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r da t a ) ;
101
102 s t r h eade r = ”Right/ Le f t : Ttot : Tfwd (1) :
Tfwd (2) : Tfwd (3) : ” ;
103 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r h eade r ) ;
104 s t r da t a = ” ” + num2str ( Trans r ight / Tran s l e f t ) +
” ” + num2str (Tr1/Tl1 ) + ” ” + num2str (Tr2/Tl2 ) + ”
” + num2str (Tr3/Tl3 ) ;
105 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r da t a ) ;
106
107 s t r h eade r = ”Le f t /Right : Ttot : Tfwd (1) :
Tfwd (2) : Tfwd (3) : ” ;
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108 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r h eade r ) ;
109 s t r da t a = ” ” + num2str ( T r an s l e f t / Trans r ight ) +
” ” + num2str ( Tl1/Tr1 ) + ” ” + num2str ( Tl2/Tr2 ) + ”
” + num2str ( Tl3/Tr3 ) ;
110 wr i t e ( r e su l t s t emps t r , s t r da t a ) ;
111 }
112 }
113 }
Listing B.1: Evaluation of FDTD results and export to a .txt file.
